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SING-A-LONG — Workers in the Murray Civic Music Association's membership drive enjoyed an impromptu
sing-a-long with Gary Brockway at the banjo during the kickoff party held aboard the Princess tour boat Sunday
evening. In connection with the membership drive, the Civic Music Association is sponsoring a series of free con-
certs at various locations throughout the city this week. Shown enjoying last night's festivities aboard the Princess
are, left to right, Brockway, Libby Hart, Dr. lames Hart and Margaret Porter (back to camera).
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
Martial Law Declared As War
Efforts Continue In Nicaragua
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) —
President Anastasio Somoza declared
martial law today in two states where
guerrillas attacked national troops and
broke copen'a fresh offensive aimed at
forcing Somoza from power.
"There is no longer any doubt. It is a
civil war," said Alvarro Chamorro
Mora, vice president of the anti-Somoza
Conservative Party.
A decree issued by the presidential
press secretary said all constitutional
guarantees were suspended for 30 days
in the states of Esteli and Masaya in the
southwest, where guardsmen battled
guerrillas in the streets of the capitals.
The guard, Nicaragua's 7,500-man
army and police force, said Sunday that
its forces were "maintaining control
and order in the whole country." But
the Red Cross said there was heavy
gunfire in two sections of the capital
Community Theatre Auditions Scheduled
Auditions for the forthcoming
production of "Thurber Carnival" by
the Murray-Calloway County Com-
munity Theatre, Inc., will be held
tonight and Tuesday, Sept. 11 and 12, at
6:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library.
This special production which will be
in the form of a dinner-theatre event on
Oct. 12, 13, and 14 will have parts for
from six to, nine adults, according to
Richard Valentine, director.
The auditions are open to all in-
terested persons, Valentine said.
and in the cities of Esteli 65 miles north
of the capital, in Masaya 18 miles to the
south and in Leon, 65 miles to the north-
west.
A Red Cross spakesthan said no exact
figures were available, but there were
casualties in the Sunday battles in the
outlying districts.
A national guard spokesman said
"complete normality" had been
restored to the capital, where the
governfnent newspaper Novedadea
said at least 16 persons were killed in
fighting Sunday.
Unofficial reports said there were
many casualties in other parts of the
capital, and incomplete reports told of
at least 20 dead and many more
wounded in other cities in the terrorists'
new offensive.
No Sign Of Major Breakthrough
As Summit Talks Reach 6th Day
CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP) — The
Mideast summit, now in its sixth day, is
moving ahead in fits and starts with no
sign of a major breakthrough in
resolving sharp differences between
Israel and Egypt.
Although progress on some key issues
has been reported by an official
spokesman, there has been no formal
conference of the three major summit
participants since last Thursday.
There was a widespread expectation
that the discussions involving President
Carter, Israeli Prime Mi er
Menachem Begin, and E ptian
President Anwar Sadat wi3e6ntinue at
least until midweek. ,
Begin said Sunday the stirtimit was
"going well" but other sources offered
more cautious assessments.
"We need another two or three days
to crystallize things," said Ezer
Weizman, the Israeli defense minister,
who again met separately with Sadat
during the weekend.
Sources close to the Egyptian
delegation said the summit was moving
inside today
slowly and that there had been no
breakthrough.
After taking Begin and Sadat on a
Sunday tour of the Civil War battlefield
at Gettysburg, Pa., Carter met for an
hour with the Israeli prime minister at
Camp David. The two leaders were
joined by key advisers.
Begin made his optimistic comment
about the meetings when he en-
countered reporters during the bat-
filefield tour.
"You can they are going well,"
said begin.
He seemed to be referring to the
evident rapport among the participants
rather than to the Arab-Israeli dispute
itself.
Weizman was more cryptic than the
prime minister when he was asked,
"How are you doing?"
"We are doing," the defense minister
responded.
Before the Gettysburg trip, Carter
attended Protestant religious services
here and conferred by telephone with
the Shah of Iran.
One Section-14 Pages
Murray State's first win of the football season is
wrapped up in today's Sports Section, pages 8 and 9
Also on the inside today, the University Theatre an-
nounces its upcoming seams, page IS.
warm and humid
Mostly sunny, warm and humid
today with a chance of afternoon
thunfiershowers. Highs in the mid
Ms. Partly cloudy. with a good
chance of thundershowers
tonight and Tuesday. Lows
tonight near 70. Highs Tuesday in
the low Ms.
Wednesday through Friday: A
chance of thundershowers each
day with near normal tem-
peratures throughout the period..
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Carter lent the Shah his personal
support but also called for more





Violet Johnson of Calloway County
and Livingston County Judge—
Executive Floyd Hooks were elected
delegates to the Democratic National
Mid-Term Convention at the First
District convention held in Eddy ville
Saturday.
Conventions were also held Saturday
in the other six congressional districts
across the state.
The national convention, to be held in
Memphis in December, will focus on
the party's platform and rules for the
presidential race in 1980. It is the
second such convention, the first being
held in Louisville in 1974.
State Rep. Lloyd Clapp of Wingo and
McCracken County Democratic Party
Co-Chairman Ginger Reed were elected
as alternates.
Under party rules, a male and a
female had to be elected in each of the
two races.
Mrs. Johnson, a longtime leader of
the Calloway County party, won with
109 votes as opposed to 24 for Mary
Catherine Ford of Christian County.
Hooks beat out two other candidates —
Robert Hale of Union County and
Shelby Stovall of Muhlenberg County.
The vote of the 134 delegates, elected
last week in county conventions, was 90
for Hooks, 24 for Hale and 28 for Stovall
The only major announced andidate
to attend the convention was Richard
Lewis of Benton, who is running for
lieutenant governor next year.
Z. C. Eniz, head of the party
organization in Calloway County,
served as chairman of the First District
Convention.
Wrather Hall Renovation
Set To Begin December 1
By L. J. HORTIN
Restoration and renovation of
Wrather Hall as a His(prical Museum
for Jackson Purchase should be started
by Dec. 1, 1978. That is the expressed
hope of Dr. Constantine Curris,
president of Murray State University.
Designs and specifications for bids are
being completed.
Wrather Hall Renovation was given
final approval July 12 by the Council on
Higher Education. Russell McClure,
Special Projects Coordinator,
Governor's Office, Frankfort, received
the following letter of confirmation
from Harry M. Snyder, executive
director of the Council:
"At the July 12 meeting of the Council
on Higher Education the above
referenced project was given final
approval in accordance with ICRS
164.020 5 and Capital Construction
Procedures adopted at the April 9
meeting.
"The approved total scope budget is
$1,0138,850. Unless there is an increase in
total scope of 15 percent, there will be
no further action required by the
Council on Higher Education.
"Should there be any questions
relative to this matter, please contact




It was almost exactly five years ago
when a district-wide meeting was held
(December, 1973) in Murray to promote
the conversion of Wrather Hall into a
Historical Museum for the Purchase
area. Walt Apperson and A. W. Sim-
mons Jr. were appointed co-chairmen
of the District Museum Committee.
Corrunittees of 2-4 members were
appointed in each of the eight Purchase
Counties — Ballard, CalloWay, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall
and McCracken. Calloway's committee
Dtinors To Be Published
"Charter Patrons" who gave $100 or more for the restoration of
Wrather Hall will have their names enscribed on a special plaque to be
hung near the entrance of this historic Heritage Museum.
Each of these donors has received a collector's autographed copy of
Jesse Stuart's book, "My World."
A total of some $20,000 or more has been subscribed and pledged to
this Wratherliall fund in compliance with Governor Carroll's suggestion
that local contributions should be a part of his commitment of funds.
The official list of "Patrons" and donors is being prepared for
publication in The Murray Ledger & Times in the near future. A few
pledges have not been received and other donations are being ac-
cepted. The county and district co-chairmen of the Wrather project are
A. W. Simmons Jr. and Walt Apperson of Murray. All persons wishing to
make corrections, changes or additions to their official listing should
contact either Simmons or Apperson.
ill•••••••
4*
OPEN- HOUSE — Among the many visitors to the open house sponsored
by the Murray State University ROTC department Saturday was Allyson
Rcrtitt, daughter of Lt. Col. and Mrs. Randell Routh Edinborough. Dr. Allyson
is sitting in one of the helicopters flown to Murray from Fort Campbell.
Routt is the chairman of the Department of Military Science at MSU.
Stan Photo By Rick Orr
New Service Offered
By Calloway Library
People in Murray and Calloway
County will be offered a more
specialized service in reference and
Information at the Calloway County
Public Library, according to Margaret
Trevathan, Librarian
"For years we have served as an
information center and have taken
great pride in. the fact that our
reference collection is among the best
lathe state for a library this size," Mrs.
Trevathan statett- " A Ithougirt he books
and materials are available, we have
only recently felt that tnis service
wiirranted a full-time staff person.
Consequently, the position will be filled
by Gerry Reed," she further added.
Mrs. Reed has been on the library
staff for approximately five years
coming to Murray from Paducah where
she was on the Paducah Public Library
staff. As reference librarian, she will be
able to assist patrons in finding needed
information from many different
sources. Some of these include
SOLINET, KENCLIP, Department of
Library di Archives, Courier Journal
Infor-Kentucky News, and NASA-UK-
STAP, a University of Kentucky
computer based service. The in-
formation and reference desk will be
placed in a prominent-area near the
reference collection where patrons will
find it easily. Phone information
requests will be handled in the same
manner as personal requests.
"I am very enthusiastic about this
position, and I hope to be able to give
everyone the very best in reference and
referral service," commented Mrs.
Reed
members were: Apperson, Simmons,
Harry M. Sparks and L J. Hortin.
Several organizations have actively
supported the museum project. On May
8, 1974, The Murray Ledger & Times
published a full page editorial en-
dorsing the restoration of Old Wrather
Hall.
'The Jackson Purchase Historical
Society on April 12, 1975, adopted a
resolution urging Governor Carroll to
aid in establishing the Heritage Hall for
the area. The MSU Board of Regents
and the Alumni Association have been
effective in raising funds for the
renovation program.
In the spring of 1975 Governor Carroll
pledged state support of the restoration
and renovation, at the same time
asking the local community to raise
some money for it. Responding to this
request, a "finance committee" visited
Governor Carroll in his office Feb. 24,
1977, to report that about $20,000 to
825,000 had been raised and pledged at
the "local" level.
These local contributions include $100
gifts from "Charter Patrons," who
each received a collector's
autographed coy of Jesse Stuart's
book, "My World." Mi. and Mrs.
Charles Hoke (Ann Wrather) ...have
contributed $2,000 for beautifying and
landscaping the grounds adjacent to the
structure.
On Jan. 6,1978, Governor Carroll had
committed a total of $950,000 to the
restoration and renovation of Wrather
Hall. This amount included the
following approximate amounts:
$25,000 (local), $225,000 (University),
$250,000 (matching funds), and $450,000
("additional from state).
The Wrather Hall project was one of
several programs and events promoted
and sponsored by the Calloway County
Bicentennial Committee. Co-
chairpersons of this Bicentennial
Committee are Mrs. C. C. (Betty)
Lowry and County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller.
Gresham earl saatitesea sL
See WRATHER,
Page 14, Column 5
Weekend Thefts Are
Under Investigation
An electric welder valued at $2,000
and several more hubcap thefts were
reported to Murray City Police during
the past few days.
An electric jgasoline welder,
belonging to Tilford Plumbing Co. of
Paducah, was reportedly taken from
the construction site of the Murray
State University Student Center over
the weekend.
Hubcaps were taken from a car
owned by Ray Graham on North 13th
Street after midnight Thursday.
In another incident, wheelcovers
belonging to Audrey Scott of 714 Main
St. were stolen sometime between
Thursday night and Saturday morning.
Four hubcaps were taken between
12:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. Saturday fromil
car belonging to Mike Duncan. The
theft occurred either on the court
square or at McDonald's.
No arrests have been made, and
police are still investigating.
Circuit Court
Cases Released
Circuit Court Judge James M.
Lassiter today released a- tentative list
of civil and crtthinal cases set for this
term of the Calloway County Circuit
Court.
Morris vs. Ball, alleged nuisance in
subdivision, Sept. 12.
Adlich vs. Grubbs, automobile ac-
cident, Sept. 18.
Williams vs. Mike Brothers,
automobile accident, Sept. 18.
Bogard vs. Doyle, automobile ac-
t. Sept. 18.
Tirs vs. Speight, automobile ac-
cident, sept. 19.
Beck and Rippy Equipment Co. vs.
Furches, sale of farm machinery, Sept.
21.
Adams vs. Waggoner. automobile
accident, Sept. 25.
Aden vs. Jones, fire loss to building,
Sept 16.
Lovett vs. Stalls, business account,
Sept. 26.
Edwards vs. Commonwealth of
Kentucky Department of Highways,
reverse condemnation, Sept. 29.
Myers vs. Harrison and Moore,
personal injury damage, Oct. 2.
Commonwealth of Kentucky vS. Greg
Lawson, criminal case, felony, Oct. 3.
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs. Hal
Cathey, criminal case, murder, Oct. 5.
Judge Lassiter stated that more
cases will be slated during the week of
Oct. 3.
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Let's Stay Well Dr. F.J.L. BLASINGAME
Lung Transplants Not _Feasible
Q. Mrs. T. K. writes that
her husband has advanced
emphystma. He even has
to take oxygen through a
mask at times. He gave up
cigarettes many months
ago.
She asks, "What are the
chances that lung trans-
plants will be possible,
much as those of the
kidneys?"
A. Lung transplants
have been done in animals.
The procedure is techni-
cally more complicated
than a kidney transplant.
The foreign tissue reaction
in transplanted lungs is a
major problem, and more
research on control of the
immune reaction to tissue
from another person is
needed before lung trans-
plants will be feasible.
In the future, both lungs
and the bronchial tubes
may be replaced. Doing
the two lungs simulta-
neously and without
separating them maybe
slignpler and more readily
*le than one lung.
5As you know, artificially
salpplying the oxygen and
removing the carbon dix-
oide can be done now for
relatively short periods, as
during heart surgery.
Lung transplants are
likely a number of years in
the future. In the mean-
time, your husband- will
have to make the best use
of his remaining lung tis-
sue by avoiding exertion.
Any infection should be
treated promptly. He
should be under the care of





Q. Mr. J. 0. writes that
his 6-year-old grand-
daughter has a promi-
nence on her nose which
makes it .appear hooked.
She also has a receding
chin that appears to be
getting more noticeable.
He continues, "Her par-
ents are concerned, as are
my wife and myself. The
pediatrician has advised
that no plastic surgery
should be considered at
this time but undertaken
during adolescence, if nec-
essary.
'Please let us have your
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A. It is title that plastic
or cosmetic survgery is
usually not done in child-
hood. Growth of the facial
bones continues in girls
until about their sixteenth
year, while these bones
mature approximately two
years later in males. An
operation done before
growth is complete can
give unsatisfactory
results, and additional sur-
gery may later be
required.
However, occasional se-
vere cases may have to
have earlier surgery, such
as a cleft palate.
If the child's parents.
have not done so, I suggest
that they ask their pedia-
trician to refer them to a
plastic surgeon to see your
granddaughter in consulta-
tion. He may want to follow
her case or make sugges-
tions what should be done,




The Welcome Wagon Club
will have its salad supper
and style show on Thursday,
Sept. 14, at the Community
Room of the Peoples Bank,
North Branch, North 12th
and Chestnut Streets..
Supper will be served at
6:30 p.m. and the style show
by the Mademoiselle Shop
will follow at 7:30 p.m.
All women that are new in
Murray are encouraged to
come to the , _community
room and join in the
fellowship and to see the
latest fall fashions for the
1978 winter season, ac-
cording to Linda Knight,
president of the club.
Any persons planning to
attend are asked to call
Linda Knight, 753-1314 or
759-1018, Diane Gonzales,





Teacher Club met for a
delicious pot luck supper and
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 7.
At this time it was decided
that the student directory
would be prepared again this
year.
Approval was given for the
Fall Festival to be held
November 11 with Mrs: Wayne
( Ann ) Wessorias chairpersdn.
Those interested in helping
with the festival may call Mrs.
Wesson at 753-7913. Ameting
of those interested in helping
with the Fall Festival wip be
held Monday, Sept. 18, atliin
a.m. at the school.
Roy Cothran, principal,
introduced new teachers at
the school this year and en-
couraged parents to attend the
Parent Volunteer Workshop to




The Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
will open the new club year
with a salad supper tonight
(Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house.
Hostesses will be Edwina
Simmons, Jean Hurt, Nancy
Walston, Doris Cella, Ginni
Hopkins, and Pat Moore.
Judy Muehleman, chair-
man, urges all members to
attend. Other officers are
Shirley Winters, 14,,vice-















and George H. Ligon
Mrs. Linda Harding • of Hazel and Billy Harding of
Puryear, Tenn., announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter, Kathy, to George
M. Ligon, son of Mrs. Lenora Roberts and the late
George H. Ligon of Murray.
Miss Harding, a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School, attended Murray State University and is presently
employed by the Begley Drug Company. She is the
granddaughter of Herbert Orr of Puryear, Tenn., and the
late Grace Holley Orr, and the late Utley and Ethel
Harding of Henry County, Tenn.
The groom-elect, a 1973 graduate of Murray High
School, is attending Murray State University and is
presently employed by the Murray Electric System. He is
the grandson of Mrs. Mary McIntosh of Mayfield, and the
late Roy McIntosh, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Ligon of
Mayfield.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Nov. 3, at seven
.frr in the new chapel of the First Baptist Church of Murray.
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends and




FOR TUESDAY. SEP T EMBER 12. 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr 20)erki
Stellar influences are good
so why not make a try for
some advancement, stepping
up your pace Be careful riot to
scatter your energies.
TAURUS
) Apr. 21 to may 21)
Less opposition than you
expect will be found from
certain quarters. Put intuition
and some of your basically
sound ideas to work.
GEMINI
) May 22 to June 21(
The odds may appear to be
against you at the moment,
but don't lose the focus on your
objectives Use a little
imagination to improve your
chances.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23
This is- not a stimulating
day, but it can be livened up
by thinking over future plans
and eliminating non-essentials
from your program.
LEO ._f) . .
(July 24 to Aug. 23) W41(1•0'...;.
Don't be floundering around
without some definite ob-
jective in mind. Know what
you are doing and where you
are heading
VIRGO
) Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Intuition is strong, but shack
the facts at hand to make
certain that any move is not
based on impulse 'alone..
LIBRA r`-74
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 'EJ
An unusually satisfactory
day is in store for you if you
act with natural good will and
finesse. Pay no attention to
pessimists.
-SCORPIO
fOct. 21 to Nov. 22; In'
Encourage order around
you to reduce any chance of
confusion in attitudes,
especially where members of
11.69-
tDO
the family are involved.
s G ETTA RIUS e4Nov 23 to Dec. 21i
A setback can be a lesson to
you not to try to hurry things
too much, particularly con-
cerning a romantic in-
volvement.
CAPRICORN
( Dec 22 to Jan. 20)
The answer to a • •blem
may be found in e .casual
conversation y have with
someone who s your best
interests at rt
AQUA •
(Jan. Yto Feb. 19) `.,
Tryto maintain harmony or
y* may find yourself ern-
*iled ins controversy that is
, not of your own making.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) •
FLestlessiess is felt, and this
might be the day to mull over
changes for the better that are
overdue.
YOU BORN TODAY are




versatility is outstanding, too,
and there are many fields,
properly trained of course, in
which you can carve an out-
standing career. You would do
well as a scientist, inventor,
lawyer or in the arts. You
could excel as a writer,
dramatist, in fact where the
latter is concerned, you could
shine as actor, director,
producer or make a superb
critic. Your humanitarian
impulses often lead you to
take up -causes" and in this
field, your gifts for organizing
and promoting could be in-
yuiable. You are an excellent
wailer, always forthright and
trustworthy, but you are not
always as tolerant as you
might be BIrthdate of
Richard Galling, inventor of




Colson Home Scene Louie Moon
Group Meet; Officers Elected
The Lottie Moon Group of
the First Baptist Church met
at seven p.m on Monday,
Sept. 4, in the home of Millie
Colson, president, who
preceded with eleven mem-
bers and two visitors being
present
They were: Millie Colson,
Roberta Ward, 1.aVanche
Turner, Pauline McCoy,
Robbie Sue McCreary and her.
daughter and grandson, Sue
Fairless, Mildred Colliw,
Erriice Mills, Lemma Warren,
Opal Holland and Pauline
Waggener.
A report of the program
presented at general W.M.U.
meeting was given by Pauline
McCoy.
The following officers were
elected to serve the Lottie
Moon next year; President -
Opal Holland; assistant leader
and program chairman -
Pauline McCoy; secretary-
treasurer Pauline
Waggener; publicity - Katie
Outland; enlistment - Ruth
Caldwell. A prayer (A
dedication was led by Sue
Fairless.
The program, "Missions in
Uganda," was presented by
' LaVanche Turner. Mildred
Collie read the prayer
calendar and led in a special
prayer.
41)elightful refreshments of
frozen dessert and coffee was
served.






(mother Charlene 1, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn.
DISMISSALS
- Mrs. Kathy A. Cope and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3 Bx. 294,
Benton, Mrs. Marcia C.
Hendren and Baby Boy, 110
Williams, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia A. Vanness and Baby
Boy, No. 141 Riveria Ct.,
Murray, Nelda J. Smith, 304 S.
11th, Murray, Mrs. Deanna J.
Wolf, 1404 Vine, Murray, Mrs.
A. Kathryn Outland, 1607
Keenland, Murray, Mrs.
Helen R. Perry, 405 N. 2nd.
Murray, Mrs. ldelle B. Bailey,
1713 Keenland, Murray, Mrs.
Coyle A. Glisson, Rt. 2, Paris.
Tenn., Ralph G. lialentine, Rt.
3, Bx. 256, Murray, Kimberly
A. Moody, Rt. 1, 11x. 207
Buchanan, Tenn., Don E
Paschall, Rt. Bx. 107.
Murray, Miss Anp 1,acava. Rt.
1 Bx. 415-H Mayfield, Mrs
Linda G. Rinfroe, Rt, 2 Bx. 180
Huntington, Tenn., Mys.
Brenda C. Liggins, 1406-C
Stadiumview Dr., Murray,
Buel E. Stalls, 407 N. 5th.
Murray, Mrs. Hilda V.
Duncan, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Adele S. Wilson, Rt. 7 Bx. 15,
Murray, Mrs. Belle E. Henley,
517 Anderson, .Mayfield,
Thage W. Uddberg, 507 Blair,
Murray, Mrs. Pauline
Johnston, 1321 Olive, Murray,
Mrs.. Flossie Byerly, Rt. 6,
Murray, Lloyd F. Evans, 803
Goodman, Murray, Burie B.






Baby Girl Stalls (mother
Linda), Rt. 5, Murray, Baby
Girl Bailey I mother Patricia),
No. 22 Grogan's Tr. Ct.,
Murray,, Baby Boy Darnell
i mother Rhonda ), R). I,
Farmington.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Karin Tharp and Baby
Boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Susan M. Wookward and Baby
Boy, P.O. Box 804. Mayfield,
Mrs. Pamela J. Scott and
Baby Girl, Rt. 6, Box 330,
Paris_lenn., Mrs. Martha S.
Ball, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. f'
Cynthia N. Roberts, Rt. 3, Box
77 AA, Benton, Johnny D.
Elliott, Rt. 5, Box 2235,




.:*.;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS ;:;:;:4:0 • •••••:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:*:
Aren't these September
days delightful! The mor-
nings are so crisp and fresh
and the days pleasantly
warm. And have you noticed
how the flowers have put on
new growth? Annua
shrubs, vines, everything4ias
new sprigs and leaves, and
we will have a ne surge of
blossoms befor rost.
Of course,,.itia.t means the
grass is aJIo taking on new
growth about this time every
year,X always say that one
m mowing will take cafe
the grass for this year. But
never works out that way.
At least the mowing season is ••
almost over. •
The blooming time for
many of the annuals can be
prolonged if we pull off the
faded blossoms promptly.
Most of the annuals can be
snipped back a bit, and that
will help add a few more
blooms. If you have a favorite
plant, be sure to save some of
the seed for next year's
planting. Choose only the
finer of the blossoms, and
when the seeds are ready, let
them dry completely, then
seal them in an envelope and
store them in a dry, cool
"place. Flowers have a ten-
dency to deteroriate through
the years, but by selecting
only the finest of the blossoms
for seed, the quality can be
pretty well controlled.
Cuttings can now be taken
from many of the annuals
also. Many of them make
gorgeous house plants
through the winter and you
will have a ready-made
flower bed for spring Most of
them root easily in water.
I like to have a bowl of
Coleus or Impatiens for their
coloring. The hybrid
Impatiens make a pretty
display even if they never
bloomed. The striking shades
of green and yellow, with
sometimes a red stripe, make
a bouquet in itself.
Evergreens, such as
Spruce, juniper of Mugho
Pines can be started now.
And there are several shrubs
that may be trimmed and the
cuttings used to 'start new
plants, such as Crepe Myrtle,
Inge King 492-8348
Forsythisa s Spirea.
I read ir ew days ago that
during-The long dry spell even
the,4lests grew tired. I hope
t is true, for I surely got
'tired of spraying, so often
ineffectually. But it does
seem that they are not as
active as they were a few
weeks ago. That is one
blessing the cooler weather
brings.
It is almost time to bring in
the Poinsettias that were put
out in the yard this summer.
It would be better to bring
them in to a porch or
sheltered place for a few
days, then set inside while
doors can be left open. They
will shed some leaves, but
will recover. Hope you have
blooms again
1, Miiyfield, Joel W. Turner,
Rt. 2, Box 113, Murray, Lee B.
Bolen, P.O. Box 863, Murray,
Edward E. Gore, 510 So. 6th.,
Murray, Michael E. Zielinski,
Rt. 1 - Box 99, Springville,
Tenn., Mrs. Pansy Grogan,
606 gin, Murray, Mrs. Mary
V. Carson, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Willie Garland, 1103 Pogue,
Murray, Mrs. 011ie E. Hamlin,
215 Irvan, Murray, Mrs.
Marcile T. Brandon, 311
Wilson, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.






Baby Girl Wablum (Karen),
Route 1, l'uryear, Tenn.,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jan A. McKee! and
Baby Boy, fit 6 - Box 56-A,
Murray, Mrs. Sherry I.. leach
and Baby Girl, Box 12, Dexter,
Mrs. Cynthia G. Hopkins and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3 Box 110,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Joyce K.
Mayer, 829 Glendale, Murray,
Mrs. Katherine S. Rogers, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn., Clifford C.
Houser, lit. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Margaret A. Vinson, Box
Big Sandy, Tenn., rs.
Margaret E. Tha 2205
Coldwater Rd., .rray, Paul
Lyons, Sr., 33 Farmer,
Murray, omas F. Noonan,
205 So 6th, Murray, Walter
Ed Pritchard, Rt. 3,
ayfield, Mrs. Uldine W.
Evans, 911 N. 16th., Murray.
Mrs. Lillian S. (Dolly) Adams.
Rt. 7. Murray, George W.
Sandberg, Rt. 2, Big Sandy.
Tenn., Mrs. Pearl E. Nichols.
13231 .! Main, Murray, Nelson
E. Rhodes (Expired), Rt. 1,
Box 61, Sedalia. A'
if 'omen's Guild Will
Meet Here Tuesday
St. Leo's Women's Guild of
St. Leo's Catholic Church
will have its first meeting of
the year on -Tuesday, Sept.
12, in Gleason Hall, North
12th Street, Murray.
New members will be
welcomed at 12:30 p.m. and
the business meeting will
follow at 1:30 p.m. Hostesies
will be Eleanore D'Angelo,
Julie Janasek, and Sally
Gay.
Hello, stranger
Searching for answers to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood
And more.
. A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very






Includes our garden-fresh salad bar! Also
fries or baked potato, Stockade Toast.
drink.
A complete meal, priced like a snack!
SIRLOIN STOCKADE









Ages 3 & Up
Baton-2 baton, 3 baton, Acrobatics, modeling, dance and strut routines, fire & hoop baton
Wava Travis
Jr. & Sr. Miss Baton o(Ky.
Former Featured TwirlerMarshall Co.
High School
Jr. & Sr. Miss International Model
Winner of aver-400 twirling trophies
& 30 Grand Champions




• Former Murray State Majorette
Ky. State Strut Champion
1Yliss.National Love
Jotter. of various talent cont, sr,., j(.1 , tic
lines & !want% parcants
Former teacher - many state twirling
winners
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Monday, September 11
Community Wide Bread
for the world meeting for
tonight has been postponed
to Oct. 2,
Dorothy Moore Circle of
the First Presbyterian
Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Henry
McKenzie at 7:30 p.m.
Bethany Sunday School
Class of —First Baptist
Church will have a potluck
supper at the home of Mrs.




Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist ChAurch
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women is scheduled
to meet at seven p.m. at the
church.
Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club
will_ineet at the band room
at seven p.m. This will be




y Abigail Van Buren
s Had It With
'Worthless' Wife
DEAR ABBY: I read so many letters about cheating
husbands, I wonder if anyone ever wonders how they got
that way. Well, here is MY day:
I go to the breakfast table to find my usual bowl of cold
cereal. and instant coffee. (No toast; we're out of bread.) My
wife, Who went from 120 to 180 pounds in two years, joins
me in a soiled bathrobe, pinned together because she's been
to busy watching soap operas and talking on-the telephone
to sew on buttons.
I'm wearing the same shirt I wore yesterday because she
didn't have time to iron. (I couldn't even match up a pair of
socks this morning.l
It's only 7:30 a.m. and I'm already disgusted and irritable
before going to work as a supervisor in a noisy office.
When I return home at 5:15 p.m. I find our 2-year-old still
in his pajamas, and my wife is wearing the same soiled robe.
The breakfast dishes are in the sink, and I notice an empty
one-pound box of chocolates and a half-eaten pie by the TV.
When I'm about ready to go to the nearest McDonald's,
she tells me "dinner is ready." ("Dinner" is canned spaghetti,
instant potatoes and a tossed salad that should have been
tossed into the garbage.)
Two years ago, she quit work to have our baby, saying
she'd return to work when- the baby was a year old.
Obviously, she has no intention of going back.
No matter how late I stay up, I go to bed alone because
she wants to watch more television.
Would you blame me ill started looking for a woman who
cares how she looks, and offers me some pleasant conversa-
tion, companionship and a little affection? So far, I haven't,
but I'm considering it.
I'd be better off being a bachelor, eating out, and sending
my clothes to a laundry. At least, I'd have good food, clean
clothes and warm arms, and it would be cheaper than
keeping a worthless woman.
DISGUSTED IN BLOOMINGTON
DEAR DISGUSTED: Obviously, your wife is not the
same woman you married. But why are you telling ME all
this? Do you want to improve the situation, or set up some
justification for cheating on her?
Has it ever occurred to you that your wife may have
become lazy, slovenly and addicted to food and television
because she's sick:'
Before you write her off as a "worthless woman," try to
find the reason for her apparent deterioration. With loving
concern instead of criticism, plus professional help (starting
with a physician( you might be able to save her. If's certain-
ly worth a try.
DEAR ABBY: If you knew for a fact that your sister's hus-
band had been keeping another woman for over five years,
would you tell your sister?
Many others know it. My sister is bound to find out some
way, and when she does, she will surely realize that I must
have known it. too.
LONG ISLANDER
DEAR ISLANDER: There are exceptions, but in most
cases, the wife also knows, but has too much pride to admit
It to anyone.
Keep your lip zipped, and should she one day admit that
she knows, please be big and don't chime in with those who
would say, "I knew it all along."
If you put off writing letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For AllOccasions." Send SI and • long, stamped (28 mental
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
1
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Calloway County
Genealogical Society will
meet at the home of Mrs.
John Livesay at 1:30 p.m.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
have a salad supper at




Recovery', Inc., will meet
at the Callbway County
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 :di.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
at the Calloway County
Public Library at seven p.m.
Mini-concert by MSU
Faculty Brass Trio will be
at 12:30 p.m. on the cour-
thouse lawn, as sponsored
by the Murray Civic Music
Association.
Tuesday, September 12
Murray Branch of AAUW
will have a potluck supper
at the home economics
department of Murray State
University at 6:30 p.m.
Circles of the First United
Methodist Church Women
will meet as follows: Alice
Waters at church, Bessie
Tucker at home of
Harry Sparks, and
Maryleona Frost with Mrs.
Robert Douglas, all at 9:30
a.m., and Faith Doran at
senior youth room of the
church at two p.m.
Murray High Athletic
Booster Club will meet at
seven p.m. at the high
school.
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the
band room.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at the lodge
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens including devotion
at 10:05 a.m., quilting, etc.,
and bazaar committee
meeting at 10:30 a.m., lunch
at noon, and band practice
at one p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center
at 9:30 a.m.
Murray TOPS Club will




Coldwater with Mrs. Noble
Fuqua at one rp.m.; New
Providence with Maudia
Kennerly; Paris Road and
Countryside, not announced.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. James
C. Hart at her lake cottage
at elevenrriii. for a potluck;
IV with Mrs. Tommy
Marshall at 7:30 p.m.
St. Leo's Women's Guild
will meet at Glfiason Hall at
12:30 pan -with Eleanor
D'Angelo, Julie Janacek,
and Sally Gay as hostesses.
Mini-concerts by MSU
Student Brass Quintet at
North Office, Peoples Bank
at 12:30 p.m., and MSU
Faculty Brass Trio at
Mayfield-Graves County
Public Library at eight p.m.,
are sponsored by Murray
Civic Music Association.
Sock & Buskin Club Open
House will be held at the






Breaded Boneless Chicken, Steak Fries and Sliced Tomoto
125
For Take Out Call 753-1314
We Open at 11 a.m. 'lady
Tuesday, September 12
Recital of chamber music by
members of the Murray
State music faculty will be
at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
Group II of First Baptist
Church WMS win meet with
Mrs. Albert Key at ten a.m.
Wednesday, September 13
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Pottertown
at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at ten a.m.;
Harris Grove with Margaret
Taylor at one p.m.; New
Concord with Mrs. Timothy
Graves at one p.m.; Pacers,
South Pleasant Grove, and
New Front*, places not
announced.
Murray Woman's Club will
hold its general meeting in
the form of an open house




Association will meet at four
p.m. in Room 34f, Spcial
Education Building, Murray
State.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women
will meet as follows:
Wesleyan with Mrs. Nate
Beal at 6:30 p.m.; Hannah
with Mrs. Peter Whaley and
Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Haron West at 7:30 p.m.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Murray Bass Club will
meet at Triangle Inn at 6:30
p.m.
Mini-concerts by Kay
Bates, voice and Judyth
Lippmann, piano, will be at
4:45 p.m. and at 5:30 p.m.
at the Murray Woman's
Club House, and by MSU
Jazz Combo with Jamie
Aebersold as guest
saxophone artist at 7:30 p.m.
in Stewart Stadium parking








Baby Boy McKee! (mother
Jan), Rt. 6, Murray.
DISMIISSALS
Mrs, Brenda Moon, 510
Irvine Paris, Tenn., Miss
Shonna I,. Easley, 603 Ellis,
Murray, Mrs. Tracy J. 'Lovett
and Baby Girl, .208 W. 6
Benton, Mrs. Glenda M. Seal
and Baby Girl, Lot No. 7.
McClains Tr. Pk.
Tenn., Mrs. Patricia' .1'
Richardson and Baby Bey
1300 Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs
Andra I. Hill, Rt. 1, Alm..
Mrs. Paula S. Palmer and
Baby Boy, Rt. I, Alm, Mrs
Marine Grooms, 307 N. 5.
Murray, Mrs. Debbie K.
.lackson, Rt. 2, Buchanan.
Tenn., Tim Garland, Rt. 3, Bx.
126 Murray, Dianna B. Me-
Callom, 1600-A Ridgewood.
Murray, Mrs. Julia A. Rambo.
1501 Wilford, Mayfield, Mrs.
Patricia G. Brockmann, Rt. 2,
Bx. 179 Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Teresa B. Gilson, 215 Riviera
Ct. Murray, Mrs. Parvin Hill
and Baby 'Girl, Bx. 19 Alm.
Mrs. Daytha D. Dowdy, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Rhea K. Erwin, Rt. 4.
Tom Taylor Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Patricia A. Hopkins, 1415
Dudley, Murray. Mrs. Carla
E. Allen, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs
Hazel M. Scalf, 205 lrvan,
Murray, Mrs. Diane
Griffith, Rt. 1 Bx. 321,
Mayfield, Mrs. Florine Cobb.
317- Anderson Ave., Mayfield,
Henry 1,ubben, Rt. 1 Bx. 484,
Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Grace
E. Wynn, Rt. 4, Cadiz, Mrs.
Dollie Jones, Westview
Nursing Home, Murray, Mrs.
Geneva D. Fergie,on, 1005
--Sharpe, Murray, Mrs. Robbie
Harrison, 215 S. 13th, Murray,
Telus Broach, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Jahn C. McCuiston, Rt.
5 Fix. 710 Murray, Aubrey N.
Wyatt, 504 N. 5th, Murray.
Mrs. Fula M. Robertson, 102
S. 10th, Murray, Walter Wells
expired), Rt. 5, Murray,
Hardeman Bucy (expired).
Bs. 241, Puryear, Tenn. •
Marcr6ie
imdger & Tune. 
Mrs. Larry Stone Honored
Ceete With Stork Shower Recently
Goltn Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Corbit C., Farless
Mr. and Mrs. Corbit C. Farless of 1311 Vine Street,
Murray, will be honored on their golden wedding an-
niversary with a reception at the home of their son and
his wife, the Rev. and Mrs. Robert E. Farless, 1712 Magnolia
Drive, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the
hours of two to four p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 17. The couple
requests that guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married on Sept. 15, 1928, by Rev. Etter at
Metropolis, m. Their attendants were Gala Darden, cousin of
the bride, and William Darden, and Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Keys, all of Paducah.
Mrs. Farless is the former Marelle Beach, daughter of the
late Miles and-Alma Beach. Mr. Farless is the son of the late
Al and Flora Beaman Farless. •
Mr. and Mrs. Farless Made their home in Chicago, Ill.,
where Mr. Farless was employed by the Western Electric
Company. He retired after forty years of service with that
company and the couple returned to Murray to make their
home.
The couple has one son, Rev. Farless of Murray, seven







The Community Room of
the Murray Branch of the
Hopkinsville -Federal Savings
and Loan was the scene of a
baby shower for Mrs. Larry
Stone at seven p.m., August
10.
The mother-to-be was.
presented a silk flower cor-
sage tied with baby ribbon and
miniature decorations. The
hostesses for the event were
Mary Bynum, Carol Eldridge,
and Judy Peeler.
Each guest registered as
they entered in the lovely baby
book presented by the mother-
to-be's office co-workers at
Fisher-Price Toys. After
games were played, the
mother-to-be opened her
lovely and useful gifts that
were displayed on a large
table with a huge stork
decoration.
Refreshments of decorated
cakes squares, nuts, and
punch were served by the
hostesses.
Those bringing gifts were
Martha Hale, Linda Foley,
Kathy Forrester, Barbara
Williams, Maudie Bourland;





Beta Nolin, Carol Kelly,
Janice McCuiston, Dee Ann
McCuiston, Debby Reeves,
Donna Morton, Ruth Thorn,
Barbara Wood, Lisa Courtney,
Frances Garrison, Shirley
Stone, Vanessa Stone, and
Kimberly Bynum. .
Others sending gifts were
Jane Nix, Bernice Crawford,
Mary Goodwin, Catherine
Shupe, Sylvia Cook, Evelyn
Phillips, Nova Cohoon, Judy
Ingersoll, Bettye Woolf,
Debbie Moyers, and Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Lovins, Bennie
Geurin, and Jackie Byerly.
Central Shs.ppmg 'entcr








You can take off those extra pounds. And by going it,
improve your health as well as your looks.
Here are some tips for taking off pounds successfully.
Set a reasonable goal. Just a pound or two a week is
the best for loss and for maintaining a healthy diet.
Cut down on calories. Eat slowly — you'll feel full on
less. Exercise regularly to help burn up calories and
tone body tissue. Join an exercise or weight control
club for group support.
By shedding extra pounds, you'll look better
and decrease your risk of serious ailments like
diabetes and heart disease. Staying healthy is
the best kind of health care — and the least
expensive. You can help baking care of
yourself.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta
Dental of Kentucky, we're concerned about
rising health care costs. That's why we're
working with consumers. dentists. physicians
and hospitals to find ways to hold
costs down.
Write us for information on enrolling in
quality health care prepayment plans. Blue
Cross and Blue Shield and Delta Dental of
Kentucky, 9901 Linn Station Road. Louisville,
-KY 40223.
We want you to stay healthy.
, f's
se.•,,i1, "le
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showrooms . and the leaves
begin to change colors and drop
to the ground.
Fall is also the time of year
when new shows come on
television. After weeks of high-
powered promotions by the net-
works, the new shows are
probably the most-looked-
forward-to and subsequently
the biggest disappointment of
• the season.
The writers, actors and high-
salaried 'TV executives,
however, are not the only ones
to blame for the poor quality of
entertainment on the tube. We
— the viewing public — must
also take our share of the credit
for the shows we criticize.
The networks, when they
have tried to do their best, have
tencountered the most protests
:from the public.
When NBC announced its
'Imini-series based on-the life of
:Jesus Christ, a fundamentalist
reacher initiated a letter
writing campaign that grew so
'strong that Leneral Motors
withdrew its advertising sup-
port from the show. Without
even seeing the series, the
preacher attached the -Jesus
of Nazareth" series as not ac-
curately portraying the life of
Christ. NBC learned that when
a network tries to do something
wbolesome, not everyone is
pleased.. •
"Holocaust" brought viewer
complaints that the show was





Bad Shows On TV
Like the other seasons, fall were re-opened between Ger-
has its share of beginnings, man and Jewish people.
- F-or instance, football season "King" brought letters from
starts new cars glitter in people who said they would
rather not be reminded of the
civil rights protests of the 1960s
and of the tragic death of Dr.
Martin Luther King.
The television networks —
and their sponsors — pay at-
tention to viewer comments.
When one situation comedy af-
ter another is put on the air
without complaint, while
historical series are met with
criticism, which do you think
the networks will lean toward?
As the new fall shows come
on the air, it is our duty to let
- the networks know how we feel
about their offerings. Praise
the good shows and ask that the
bad ones be canned.
Unless we do that, we will
have to be content to flip from







Heartliae a -Service ker---ielisr
citizens. Its purpose Is to., asswer
questioas aml salve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a prekies art
answered is *ale eskoms, Write
Heardiae, 114 East Doyle" Rtreet, West
Alexiadria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stain „self-addressed
esvelope. The _replies will
be printed le Ms ceismss.
HEARTLINE: Each month I send
my medical bills to Medicare.
Sometimes these inciude bills from
three or four different doctors. Lately,
the payments have been delayed
because Medicare has written for more
information about itemizing one doe-
totos bill more so. Ind etetv.18 t
way I can prevent this delay? — T.K.
You are attaching all doctor's bills to
one Medicare claim form_ One carrier
we checked with Suggested that you
attach bills from each doctor -tiroir
separate claim form, thus permitting
the correctly itemized ones to be paid
more promptly. We also suggest that
yj visit the doctor whose claims need
more itemization and discuss the
carrier's letter with him. By having the
claim properly itemized, your
payments will be more prompt.
For people who are on Medicare,
Headline has a very valuable book for
Yrogu. This book is simplified easy-to-
udderstand book cover the whole
Medicare program. To order: send
$1:35 to Headline's Guide to Medicare,
114-E. Dayton St., W Alexandria, Ohio
45681. Please allow six weeks for
rielivery.
HEARTI1NE: I have seen in your
articles different things about the Food
add Drug Administration. I have had a
problem recently that I feel should be
reisorted to them. Can you tell me how I
should go about reporting to them? —
H. G.
Your complaint should he sent or
phoned to the closest FDA district of-
fice or to the Food and Drug
Administration, 5600 Fishers Lane.
itfickville, Md. 20852.
As a consumer, you should report any
pipidem in sanitation, labeling and
sty of products to help the FDA to
piect all consignere.
these reported problems often: lei-tit
to, discovery and correction of
violations, in some cases requiring
recalls or criminal prosecution.
To insure prompt and thorough action
oft your complaint, you must first
d&eirrine if, in fact, it was the product
that was at fault. Was it used as
directed' Was it stored properly? If you
find the 'product was at fault, then
report It. You should include the
following information: .
1. Your name, address and phone
number.
2. A clear statement of the problem.
3. As much detail as possible about
the product lable, including code
marks.
4. Name and address of store where
purchased. Date of purchase. Save
whatever remains of the product for
your doctor's guidance or possible FDA
inspection. You should aLso report the
problem to addresses on the label and
_by the store.
HE A ITTLJNE : My --inishaiid—and I
have beendivorced for 15 years. We
were m ried 15 years. He will be 62
years ol in November and will start
drawing, hie-Social Security benefits.
Will the new law under Social Security'
allowing _divorced wives to collect
Social Security benefits include me? —
D. C.
Yes, this - new law will Matilde you.
However, under the present law, the
wife must have been married for at
least 20 years in order to claim benefits
as the former wife of the wage earner.
The 1977 amendment reduces the
requirement to 10 years, effective for
all months beginning after January
1979, for applications made on or after
Jan. 1, 1979. Many people have raised
the question, however, of whether the
amendment applied only to women who
were divorced in January 1979 or later,
, so that persons who had been married
for 10 years but were divorced before
then could take advantage of the
reduction. The Office of Policy
Regulations of the Social Security
Administration has informed Headline
that the amendment will not be in-
terpreted to exclude women divorced
before 1179. So, regardless when you
were married for 10 years, you should
apply for these benefits in January
1979.
Bible Thought
-The iteps of a good man are ordered
Wile Lord; and he dellghteth In his
way. -- Psalm 37:23.
Goodness belongs to God. Yet He is
pleased when we ask Him for this gift in
order that we may strive to become like
Him
"Now, don't let me be a burden-"
From The Mayor's Desk
Revenue Sharing Working
By MELVIN B. HENLEY
Mayor, City of Murray
We see in daily news reports that the
General Services Administration, the
housekeeping arm of the Federal
Government, is embroiled in an in-
vestigation which promises to bring to
light the waste and theft of millions of
dollars of tax money through kickback
schemes designed to line the pockets of
unscrupulous businessmen and federal
employees alike. At the same time we
have shocking revelations of abuses in
the CETA programs involving the
misuse of federal CETA employees to
perform work for local officials, as well
as the providing of other favors.
While these federally supervised
programs generate fraud and theft, the
An AP_News Analysis
much-maligned Revenue Sharing
program continues to provide the only
sensible federal program that allows
local officials to get a dollar's worth of
work from a dollar spent, because the
supervision of the money is entirely
local,- the red-tape and regulations,
although growing in complexity, have
been kept relatively simple, par-
ticularly for a federal program, and the
accountability is to local taxpayers
through published bbdgets in the local
newspaper.
Several senators and congressmen
are outspoken opponents of Revenue
Sharing, even though it is the one
federal 
and 
that has beet scandal-
free has produced more services
per dollar spent for local taxpayers
By SY FtAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
Slone 's Walk More
Than A Gimmick
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The 1350-
mile walk across Kentucky by
Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Harvey Sloane is a political gimmick
that has been used in other states, but it
atm is more.
Aside from the exposure that Sloane
needs in his uphill quest — the former
Louisville mayor hardly is known
outside his home area — the mean-
&rings all over the state are enabling
him to sense, as he could never do on a
roptine political trail, the feelings of the
electorate.
Not surprisingly, some of those
beliefs appear to be an innate distrust
of politicians, a groundswell for tax
relief or reform and a concern that
educatian is Kentucky's most serious
probleM.
The 51-year-old Sloane is an in-
telligent, wealthy contender who un-
doubtedly will try to capitalize on these
wishes and fears.
He already has leaped into the tax
issue without the apparent careful
planning which has characterized his
step-by-step effort towards his goal in
1979.
Sloane has' tried to get up front-es a
potential tax-cutter.
He proposes to remove the 5-cent
sales tax from home utility bills, an
attempt which tik state administration
of Gov Julian Carroll blocked in the
1978 Legislature in favor of a much less
expensive plan to help the poor and
elderly pay their bills.
He proposes to abolish the tax levied
by the state on real property, but this is
something of a gimmick because that
tax — not to be, confused with the much
heavier local property tax — is so low it
barely pays the administrative costs of
collection
And Sloane strews that tax cuts
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without firm contool of government
spending won't do much good because
the burdens can be shifted to other
taxes. So he proposes a constitutional
amendment to limn state spending.
On education, the former mayor
indicates he will have plenty to say as
the campaign develops. However, he
already is calling for a statewide
kindergarten program and competency
tests, both of which, it so happens,
already are in the stage of planning or
actuality under Carroll's, ad-
ministration.
It is perhaps in the realm of political
distrust — Sloane remarked the other
day that a garbage collector is more
popular than a politician — that the
former mayor may see his best op-
portunity to be a candidate with a
difference.
He has referred in speeches to -the
allegations of sCandal in the present
administraticn in Louisville and the
spending on excessive fringe benefits in
Frankfort."
Thus, in one stroke Sloane has put
distance from his successor, Mayor
William Stansbury, and the governor,
implying he not only is a non-
administration candidate but a non-
establishment candidate.
It should work to his benefit, though
observers seem in sharp disagreement
about his political strength.
Some believe Sloane retains con-
siderable backing at Louisville, and
that the political weakness of two
covert factional figures — Stansbury
and former Jefferson County Judge
Todd Holleabach — can only ease the.
pressure on him in his backyard.
Others speculate that Sloane, born
and reared in eastern states, cannot
ever establish real rapport with rural-
oriented Kentuckians and lacks the
aggressiveness and charisma sup-
posedly required of a future governor.
Meantime, the sun-tanned Sloane
plods onward. He was scheduled to be
in the Owensboro area the past
weekend and will move south and east
in corning weeks, finally returning to
Louisuille in December, hopefully
before the snow flies.
An aide reported that the long walk is
not eiractly a process of roughing it by
eating nuts and berries and sleeping in
the fields.
An advance 'man walks ahead of
Sloane and a driver transports him to
towns and cities for meetings, recep-
tions and overnight stays at homes.
He said Mrs. Sloane, actively
engaged in her husband's political
efforts:. manages to be with him almost
every weekend.
Sometimes, the aide said, Mrs.
SlOant Joins him on the long walk.
than any other federal program ever
devised. The efficiency: of this program
is entirely dependent upon the lack of
federal controls on how the money can
be spent and upon local accountability
in how it actually is spent. In Murray,
the Revenue Sharing program has
prevented the necessity for enactment
of a pairroll tax. Thus every
workingman in this city at least can see
firsthand the effect Revenue Sharing
has had on his pocketbook.
Apparently, these congressmen and
senators :sho oppose Revenue Sharing
do so because they have not been able to
get their fingers in the pie and set up
various agencies to spend two dollaro,„
getting one down to the local level. This
frustrates their desire to control
everything under the sun, and they
spend inordinate amounts of time
denouncing Revenue Sharieg while
blithely continuing programs, such as
CETA, which, I think, accomplish little
at great expense. We believe the
American taxpayer is wise enough to
see why various federal officials have
put out misleading information about
Revenue Sharing while covering up the
scandals associated with such
programs as CETA.
Revenue Sharing simply has not
furnished the federal bureauracracy
the chance to enlarge their empire of
control, and has frustrated efforts to
enlarge their manpower base because
the accountability remains at the local
level.




Your headline, "SEWER SYSTEM
PUBLIC HEARING DRAWS FEW,"
may be partially due to the relative
lack of publicity that the hearing was
given. Those of us who receive your
newspaper a day. late (mail delivery
may read of a meeting "to be held
tonight" on the day !Mowing that
meeting, rather too late to plan at-
tendance.
In the case of the Sewer System
hearing it could be that a significant
number of local residents were not
sufficiently informed. Greater effort
should be made on the part of public
officials and the news outlet to
adequately inform the public of such
scheduled hearings so that they may be




(EDITOR'S NOTE: The sewer
system proposal referred to by the
letter-writer wa.s the subject of front
page news stories on Aug. 25 and Aug.
30, in addition to the story that was
published on the day of the hearing. The
date of the hearing was included in all
of the previous stories. The public
hearing was also announced in a legal
advertisement which was published in
this newspaper on three separate oc-
casions, Aug. 12, Aug. 14 and Aug. 15.




Marlon Brand° is being paid 2,250,000
pounds for 12 days work in the new film
Superman. Believed to be the highest
sum paid to a film star, he will also
receive 11.3 percent of the box office





The Jackson Purchase Hiitorical
Society has donated $200 for restoration
of the old Calloway County Court House
in memory of the late John C. Waters,
outstanding historian.
Murray High School Coach Ty
Holland spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Liens Club.
Elected as cheerleaders at Kirksey
High School were Emily Rom, Sabrina
Tucker, Gale Broach, Sherry Pierce,
Teresa Joseph, Darlene Oliver, Cindy
Compton, Donna Adams, Dot Pierce,
Jennifer Tabers, Amanda Hoke, and
Debbie Adams.
Mary Smith and Oma Birdsong had
top averages in bowling in the Dillar or
Dollar League last week at Corvette
Lanes.
The 011us Cain family held a reunion
and potluck supper at the cottage of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Ray at Green Valley
Estates on Kentucky Lake on Sept. 7.
20 Years Ago
The Salvation Army has purchased a
large amount of milk for the un-
derprivileged children in the city
schools and the School of New Hope,
according to Ernie Thompson who
heads the local unit.
Pvt. Robert E. Rickman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Woodrow Rickman, has
completed the basic Army ad-
ministration course under the Reserve
Forces Act program at Fort Dix, N. J.
Army Sgt. First Class Wilton H.
Jackson, son of Mrs. Ora L Jackson,
has been assigned to the 2nd Armored
Division at Fort Hood, Texas.
Army Pvt. Charles W. Nesbitt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Nesbitt, has
completed basic engineer training at
Fort Belvoir, Va.
The Faxon Mothers Club will sponsor
a Fiddlers Contest on Oct. 4 at Faxon
School, according to the dub president,
Mrs. William H. Dunn.
30 Years .Xgo
.unanimous vote of members of the
Murray Board of Education, it was
decided that the first grade at Murray
High School would be divided into two
groups with each group going to school
a half day, according to W. B. Moser,
principat—
LI.Solon G. Hate, son of Mr. arid Mrs.
Vernon Hale, is stationed at the Naval
Air Base, Pensacola, Fla.
Beth Broach, daaghter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Broach of Murray, received'
her Master's degree from the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
and has accepted a position as head of
the physical education department at
Middle Tennessee State College,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Ray Brownfield spoke at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House. He was
introduced by B. H. (Tony I Thurman.
Beef roast is advertised at 55 cents




By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 11, the 254th
day of 1978. There are 111 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in histpry:
On this date in 1609, English explorer
Henry Hudson discovered the island of
Manhattan.
On this date:
In 1677, Maine passed the first law
against liquor in the American colonies.
In 1777, forces under Gen. George
Washington were defeated by the
British in the battle of Brandywine near
Wilmington, Del.
In 1814, an American fleet scored a
decisive victory over the British in the
battle of Lake Champlain in the War of
1812.
In 1850. the "Swedish Nightingale,"
Jenny Lind, gave her first concert in
the United States at Castle Garden in
New York City.
In 1940, Prime Minister Winston
Churchill told the British to be prepared
for an attempted German invasion.
In 1963, 86 years of segregatiorynded
at the University of South Carolina with
the enrollment of three-blacks.
Ten years agr All 95 pple aboard
an Air France jet were kille when the
plane plunged into the Medi rranean
off the French Riviera.
Five years ago: President Salvador
Allende Gossens of Chile was deposed
in a military coup. Police said he
committed suicide rather than
surrender to the attackers.
One year ago: The International
Monetary Fund declared that the state
of the world economy was "un-
satisfactory" because of rising
unemployment and subnormal growth.
Today's birthdays: President Fer-
(bndand Marcos of the Philippines is 61
years old. Dallas Cowboys Coach Torn
Landry is 54.
Thought for today; A curved line is
the loveliest distance between two
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Audubon Films Set
A series of five Audubon
Wildlife Films has again
been scheduled on the
campus of Murray State
University during the 1978-79
...school year, with the first to
be shown Thursday evening,
Oct. 5.
Open to the public at no
admission charge, each—
program at 7 p.m. in the
Student Center auditorium
will also inchode a lecture by
a naturalist. The Depart-
ment of Biological Sciences
is sponsoring the series
made available by the
National Audubon Society.
Dates, speakers, and
topics for the film-lectures
during the year are:
— Thursday, Oct. 5 —
Greg and Linda McMillan,
"Papua New Guinea —
Twilight of Eden."
— Wednesday, Nov. 29 —
Dennis Holt, "Okefenokee —
Land of Trembling Earth."




— Tuesday, Feb. 13,
Charles Hotchkiss, "Return
to the Telons."
— Wednesday, March 7,
Fran Hall, "Small World."
Each Audubon Wildlife
Film is a full length (ap-
proximately 90 minutes)
color motion picture









Ky., 42071, (502) 762-2786.
Bible Conference Slated
The annual alumni Bible
conference of Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College will be
held at the school's new
campus, Highway 45 north of
Mayfield, on Monday and
Tuesday, September 11-12.
Program personalities will
include Dr. B. Gray Allison,
president of Mid-America
Baptist Seminary in Memphis,
and Dr. Louis Hamada, of
Lane College, Jackson, Tenn.
Two Mid-Continent graduates,
Dean Olive and David Gray,
will also speak. Gray is a
student at the Louisville
Seminary, and Olive is in-
volved in the making of
Christian films.
Sessions will be held at 10:00
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. each day,
and Dr. Allison will also speak
at 7:30 p.m. on Monday
evening. All services are open,
and visitors are encouraged to
attend and tour the three
completed buildings on the
school's new campus.
Late registration for the fall
trimester will be held open
until the close of the Bible
Conference. Bible and related
liberal arts subjects and
business classes are all
available, and no
denominational or racial
discrimination is practised in
enrollment. The school
reports a possible record
number of first-time students
in registration to date.
SENIOR FLING — Senior citizens attending the Senior Seminar at Skidmore College at
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., exercise by tossing a billowing parachute. Fifteen colleges in
New York state offer the special summer classes program.
Rains Trigger Floods
- By The Associated Press
Heavy rains triggered
flash flooding on Cranks
Creek in Harlan County late
Sunday, forcing some
residents to evacuate their
homes. Meanwhile, the
nearby town of St. Charles,
Va., was flooded by mud
and water when rainfall
caused a settlement dam to
break.
No injuries were reported
in either area.
Witnesses reported that
about six homes in the
Cranks Creek area were
flooded and that another 25
or Str- were threatened by
high water. There were also
reports of power outages.
"It was more propecty
damage than anything," said




several roads were covered
by water and that a couple
of bridges were damaged by
water as well as by sliding
mud and rocks.
Sheriff Paul Harbor of Lee
County, Va., said St. Charles
experienced flood waters up
to five feet deep in some
areas when the dam broke
about 6:30 p.m.
Although Harbor said he
had no official report late
Sunday night, he estimated
damages at several thousand
dollars.
The dam is part of a strip
job above St. Charles on
Bonnie Blue Hollow.
Harbor said flash flooding
caused by heavy rains ap-
parently caused. the pond
behind the dam to overflow
down into the town. At one
point, he quoted an
eyewitness as saying, "If it
rained any more, we would
lose the town."
St. Charles Elementary
School and the school's ball
park were hit the worst,
with about five feet of water
surrounding both, Harbor
said.
He said the eyewitness
reported the streets of the
community were "as tur-
bulent as a river and as
uncontrollable."
New Miss America Says Her
Reign Will Not Be Controversial
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.




Amendment goes too far and
isn't terribly interested in
politics. But she promises
her reign as Miss America
won't be controversial.
The 22-year-old daughter
of a Galax, Va., meat cutter
told reporters after her
selection as the 51st Miss
America that she considers
herself to be "like the girl
next door" and wants "to be
friends with everybody."
"As Miss America, I'll
have to be careful how I
answer questions," the
forrner cheerleader and
baton twirler said Sunday.
"I just might refuse to
answer some questions''
about hotly debated issues.
Miss Barker, who is the
shortest Miss America since
1926 and the first to be
chosen from Virginia, said
two of the people she ad-
mires most are Jacqueline
Onassis "for her fashion
innovation" and actor Burt
Reynolds.
"I love all his movies and
I would like to meet him,"
the 5-foot-4t, blonde told
reporters.
Miss Barker defeated 45
other state contestants
Saturday night for a $20,000
scholarship and more than
$50,000 in personal ap-
pearance bookings that go
with being Miss America.
Her talent performance of
an acrobatic dance to
"Rocky" and "Feel So
Good" treated the audience
of 18,000 at Convention Hall
to a spectacle of aerial
cartwheels, splits and back-
ward somersaults.
Miss Barker, who said
being genuine is the most
important quality Miss
America should have, said
she "enjoys the advantages
of being a woman," like
having men open car doors
for her and being taken to
dinner. "I don't get upset
when someone calls me a
girl," she added.
She said she probably
would vote for the ERA,. but
that she has reservations
about how it might affect
such areas as military
service.
Miss Barker said she has
not tried marijuana and
does not plan to.
"In junior high school, I
did a research paper on
heroin and other harder
drugs," she said. "I feel
that if you start out with
marijuana, then you could




should be an important part
of life for American youth.
Asked if she was a religious
person, she said, "I am a
Christian and I was bap-
tized."
Miss Barker said she did
not vote in the last
presidential election because
she missed a promised ridt:
home from college.
She described herself as a
"fairly conservative" per-
son, but said she never got
involved with politics.
Miss Barker, an apparel
design and fashion mer-
chandising graduate of
Virginia Tech who has
designed many of her
clothes, said her ambition, is
to open a women's clothing
shop in Roanoke.
"I feel that I am a typical
American citizen," she said.
I think Miss America
should look like an all-
American person, like the
girl next door, and not
someone superficial that
people are afraid to touch. I
don't want people to put me
on a pedestal."
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
STARTS MONDAY — A GENUINE STOREWIDE SALES EVENT . . . INCLUDING FURNITURE, BEDDING, APPLIANCES,
TV'S & STEREOS. ALL ITEMS SALE TAGGED . . IN STORE CREDIT DEPT. & ALWAYS FREE DELIVERY SERVICE! SHOP & SAVE at UNITED!
STURDY HERCULON TWEEDS OR PLAIDS Plus HEAVY REINFORCED VINYL COVERS
Wing Back Early American . . . Reg. $449.95 . . Save $116.95























*CANOPY TOP POSTER BED BUDGET TERMS'
(ivy MEI
°Batt/11011
*STUDENT DESK $139.95 $119
•UPPER BOOKCASE $99.95 $85
*POWDER TABLE $119.95 $103
•2 DR. RITE TABLE $69.95 $59
*SPINDLE BED $89.95 $16
Gold trimmed white French Provincial. the furniture that's been the 0114 me
favorite of girls for years! Don't let the fancy, frilly looks fool you. This group is built
to lastl With scratch and spill resistant plastic tops The group includes a 6-drawer
double dresser, mirror and twin size poster bed with canopy
SHOP UNITED NOW FOR THE "BEST BUYS" IN WEST KENTUCKY!
SAVE ON LIVING ROOMS!
GROUP OF 151 REC. TO $349.95
EARLY AMERICAN. CONTEMPORARY &
TRADITIONAL STYLE YOUR CHOICE
ODD SOFAS NOW $195 STURDY $128
2 3 CUSHION STYLES . .. TERMS
VINYL
4,0404 
2 Pc. $• •333z4-41.6, NOW
s. 4
4 t1140* 
40114-;,*,:-•   BUDGETc.. lriTngERBMaseS .
Con
 .





suite the "best buy- in
the tri-state Choice of
colors - Seer now.
-4In"
. 8' x11' OVAL RUG 54•988
HUNDREDS OF UNADVERTISED SPECIALS—SALE TAGGED THROUGHOUT THE STORE! (SAVE $S NOW)





GROUP OF 131 REG. S299.95
TRADITIONAL & CONTEMPORARY GENERAL ELECTRIC
LOVE SEATS NOW $145 ICE N' EASY
SOME QUILTED! SOME VELVET!
TERMS
GROUP OF 10! REG. $199.95
EARLY AMERICAN, CONTEMPORARY &
TRADITIONAL STYLE YOUR CHOICE
LOUNGE CHAIRS NOW '95












LIMIT 1 TO A CUSTOMER. SALE
STARTS MONDAY SEPT. 1 1TK IT'S

















ALWAYS "FREE DELIVERY AT UNITED"citt i e 119 BROADWAY ... FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
BUDGET CREDIT TERMS. .. PH. 443-6251
HOME FURNISHINGS CO.
Paducah, Ky.





their one-half cent per bushel
checkoff, have invested




Billy Joe Miles, an Owen-
*or° farmer and chairman of
tk Kentucky Fund Utilization
COmmittee, said $48,350 had




iken supporting the American
41bybean Association's ASA)
worldwide market expansion
and research efforts since
1975," Miles said. -- "These
cunds are generated from the
7- one-half cent per bushel
soybean checkoff program.
ASA first began its market
development work in 1956.
Since then, soybean acreage
in the U.S. has tripled, but at
"I'm going to protect
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the same time the price far-
mers received for their
soybeans has also tripled."
Last year American far-
-ners produced a record 59.1
nillion acres of soybeans
while soybean exports
reached a record $5.6 million.
About six of every 10 rows of
soybeans grown in Kentucky,
and around the U.S. are ex-
ported to foreign customers.
At the direction of soybean
-farmers, ASA is actively in-
volved in three areas that help
keep soybeans profitable,"
Miles said. "These areas are
market development around




programs in Kentucky and 17
other states fund the market
development and research
programs ASA operates.. in..
behalf of American soybean
growers. Membership fees are
used to pay for ASA's related
activities.
"ASA is currently involved
in more than 160 market ex-
pansion programs in 73
countries around the world,"
Miles said._"Such programs
are designed to service
existing foreign customers
and to develop new customers
for American soybeans,
soybean meal and soy oil. I
think these programs have
been largely responsible for
the fact that in four of the past
five years the yearly average
price or highest monthly
average price of soybeans
exceeded parity."
American soybean growers
started their market ex-
pansion efforts in Japan which
"Charlie's always known
that PCA understands
agriculture. What he didn'
know was that we
could save him money."
IN 4
• Charlie started paying less for his
▪ financing when he switched to PCA.
• Stop by ... let us see if we can save
you money. too.
You talk, we'll listen.
Jackson Purchase PCA
Murray, K,, 305 N h, 753.5601
Anita PikGellon— Secretary
Keys F. Keel—Field Office Manager
Wicliard Price— Field Representative
Farmers Air Service
Owner and Operator Bill Williamson





is currently the largest im-
porter of American soybeans.
In 1978 Japan is expected to
import 149 million bushels of
American soybeans and
soybean meal from another 13
million bushels. That, ac-
cording, to Miles, represents
four times more than all the
soybeans grown in Kentucky.
Y*L To service Japan's current
needs, ASA is conducting
feeding trials to show
Japanese swine and poultry
farmers the value of in-
creasing soybean meal usage
in feed rations. ASA began this
program in 1973 when Japan's
feed rations contained only
seven percent soybean me '
Today, it has increased 10k14
percent and "ASA's goal is 14
percent. Each one-half per-
cent increase of soybean meal
in feed rations means Japan
needs an additional 3.7 million
bushels of soybeans, 95 per-
cent'of which come from the
U.S.
"Soybean farmers can't
afford to sit back on our past
efforts," Miles said. "We have
to continue to service lo)al
customers such as Germany
arid Japan and at the same
time find new markets such as
those in Eastern Europe, the
USSR, Latin America and the
Middle East. In addition, we
have to keep our eye on Brazil
which is working extremely
hard to get our customers to
buy their soybeans. This is
why our investment through
checkoff funds is extremely
important to our profits:'
Soybean • grower checkoff
funds are also used to support
various soybean research
programs. The Kentucky
Fund Utilization Committee is
funding $41,550 for soybean
research at the University of
Kentucky for research on cyst
nematode, broadleaf weed
control, johnsongrass control




Sweet sorghum, the raw
material for that traditional
rgral Kentucky dessert,
molasses, may play a key role
in the development of a grain-
based fuel additive for the
tiation's cars and trucks.
A private research firm
Columbus, Ohio, announced
recently that sorghum ethanol
would cost about 50 cents per




prominently as a gasohol
source, could cost upwards of
$1 a gallon, making it too
costly to be used in fuel
production, the firm said.
The Ohio-based resear-
chers, in a study funded by
three state Farm Bureaus and
the American Farm Bureau
Federation, estimated that 340
gallons of sorghum ethanol
could be produced from an
acre of sorghum, compared to
a 270-gallon yield from an acre
of corn.
The price of gasohol has
long been conshiered the
primary drawback to
development of a usable fuel
from grain products. If the
researchers' figures are
correct, and if high-yield
disease resistant varieties of
sorghum could be developed,
sorghum ethanol could hold
the key for reducing the
nation's dependence on im-
ported oil and provide farmers


























in gasohol has led to at least
one Kentuckian filling Up his
tank with a gasoline-gasohol'
mixture. Sen. Wendell Ford
was one of several of the
nation's la wmaners who
received a tankful of the fuel
last week from a transport
truck brought to the U.S.
Capitol by the American
Automobile Association.
Ford said he noticed no
change in the performance of
his vehicle, after getting a 15-
gallon fill up. He said the
fuel's ratio was 90 percent
gasoline, 10 percent gasohol.
Ford, a strong supporter of
government efforts to develop
the petroleum substitute, says
some unused Kentucky'
Whiskey distilleries could
serve as demonstration plants
for gasohol production. Use of
the facilities could reduce the




The month of July was
warmer than normal with
precipitation spotty.
Some 4reas received 8 in-
ches or' more of rain while
other areas received less than
1 inch. The dryer areas were
mostly in a number of Western
Kentucky Counties causing
substantially reduced crop
prospects in those areas.
Rains in August arrived too
late to help some of the corn in
the dryer Western areas, but
will be especially beneficial to
late soybean and pasture and
hay grasses.
Production of corn in
Kentucky is estimated at 112.6
million bushels - 11 percent
below last year's 126.9 million
bushels. Estimated yield at 84
bushels, is 6 bushels below last'
year arid 4 bushels less than a
month ago. Harvested
acreage at 1,340,000 acres is
down 70,000 acres from last
year. By August 4, 21 percent
of the crop was in the pre-silk
stage, 43 percent silked and 36
percent milk or later.
Reporters indicated the
condition to be mostly fair to
poor in Western Kentucky and
mostly good to fair elsewhere
in the State. Armyworm and
Japanese beetle are causing
some damage to late planted
corn, and corn borer in-
festation has been heavy all
season.
U. S. corn, production is
forecast at 8.50 billion bushels,
2 percent above 1977.
Estimated yield at 96.1
bushels compares with 91.0
bushels lasLyear.
Kentucky's soybean crop is
expected to total 37.7 million
bushels - 6 percent below last
year's record crop of 40.1
million bushels. Estimated
yiold at 26 bushels is 3.5
bushels below last year but
acreage for harvest at
1,450,000 acres is up 90,000
acres. As of August 4, crop
reporters indicated that the
condition of the crop was
mostly fair to good statewide.
Just under half the crop was
reported as having reached
the bloom state, well behind
last year Soybeans seem to
have Come through the dry
weather with less damage
than corn, but many fields
have spotty stands and weeds
are prevalent.
When To Cut Corn
To Get Best Silage
Cutting corn for silage at the
right stage of maturity this
fall holds the key to yield and
quality — the combination
that determines the livestock
feeding value in every acre of
the crop put into the silo.
The pay-off will come when
the silage is fed next winter.
more milk in the bulk tank,
more gain en feeder cattle, or
more beef cows kept in good
flesh until spring pastures
start growing.
For the signal when to start
chopping corn for silage, keep
a watchful eye on the crop.
Check ear development in
particular, but also look at
what's happening to the
leaves.
"You will get the best yield
and quality silage when
kernels are mature — all
dented and after a black layer
has formed where they attach
to the cob," says Ken Evans;
Extension forage specialist in
-The University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"During the ideal time to
chop corn silage," he adds,
"top leaves will still be green
but bottom leaves will have
turned brown up to the ear."
When chopped at this stage
of crop maturity, the silage
dibould contain about 65 per-
cent moisture -- just right for
upright silos, according to
Evans. For ltoring in tren-
ches, bun or stacks he
reco'rnmefids, that silage
contain a little more than 65
percent moisture.
Water should be added to
silage that's chopped too dry.
If too wet, Evans suggests
adding enough ground ear
corn to reduc& the moisture
content — a practice that also
adds energy to the feed.
"The right moisture content
is important to prevent
spoilage and to preserve
quality," says Evans.
"Material that's too dry won't
pack well enough to prevent
mold development in storage,
but if it's too wet there will be
excessive seepage and loss of
nutrients."
The specialist recommends
chopping silage one-eighth to
three-eights inch in length. He
says this is fine enough to
release plant juices for proper
fermentation and ,to get good
packing which excludes
oxygen.
High quality corn silage can
be made and stored in any
structure that keeps out air
and water, according to
''vans. He says he has seen
excellent silage come out of
bunkers, trenches, upright
silos and stacks sealed with
black plastic.
Excluding air is the most
important point, he adds,
because oxygen lowers silage
quality by encouraging
destructive microbial and
chemical action. Too much
_ water does that, too, and
causes loss of nutrients
through seepage.
Regardless of type of silo,
Evans .emphasizes four basic
principles in making good
corn silage: Chop the crop at
the right stage of maturity,
chop fine, fill fast and pack
well.
U.S. soybean production is
estimated at 1,765 million
bushels, up 3 percent from last
year. Yield at 27.9 compares
with 29.6 bushels last year.
Kentucky's burley crop is
estimated at 403.2 million
pounds — down 3 percent from
last year. Harvested acreage,
forecast at 168,000 acres, is
down 5 percent but expected
yield at 2,400 pounds per acre
is 40 pounds above last year.
Condition of the crop was
reported to be mostly good to
fair, but mostly good in the
major growing areas. By
August 4 only 11 percent of the
crop had been topped com-
pared with 55 percent for that
date in 1977. Moisture supply
is favorable for this date and
the late set tobacco is ex-
pected to make above average
growth during August. Burley
Belt production is forecast at
607 million pounds, down 2
percent from last year.
Production of dark-fire
cured tobacco in Kentucky is
expected to total 19.4 million
pounds — down 2 percent from
last year. Kentucky Type 22,
Eastern fire-cured tobacco, is
estimated at 12,045,000
pounds, 3 percent above last
year. Expected acres for
harvest remained the same as
last year at 6,600 acres but
estimated yield is up 55
pounds to 1,825 poiinds per
acre. Kentucky type 23,
Western fire-cured tobacco, is
estimated at 7,360,000 pounds
— 9 percent below last year.
Forecasted acres for harvest
is down 200 to 4,600 acres and
expected yield is 80 pounds
below last year at 1,600 pounds
per acre..„
U.S. Production of type 22 is
estimated at 33.9 million
pounds, down 5 percent from
1977. U.S. production of type 23
is forecast at 8,290,000 pounds,
11 percent below last year.
Production of dark air-
cured tobacco is estimated at
18.081,000 pounds — 7 percent
above 1977. Kentucky type 35,
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Cheese is one of the most
versatile and nutritious foods
around, say Extension nutri-
tionists with UICs College of
Agriculture. Serve it as an
appetizer, snack, main dish or
dessert. It comes in some 400
varieties and contains
generous supplies of - protein
and calcium. The protein in
cheese is of the same high
quality as that in meat, fish
and eggs.
One Sucker Tobacco, is ex-
pected to total 11,893,000
pounds, up 7 percent from last
year. Estimated yield at 1,775
pounds per acre is 50 pounds
below last year but acreage is
600 acres above last year at
6,700 acres. Kentucky type 36
Green River Tobacco (grown
only in Kentucky), is
estimated at 6,188,000 pounds
— 7 percent above 1977.
Estimated yield is up 95
pounds to 1,875 pounds per
acre while acres for harvest is
up slightly.
U.S. production of type 35, is
estimated at 14,933,000
pounds, 2 percent above 1977.
Kentucky wheat production
is estimated at 6,825,000
bushels — 33 percent below
last year. Expected yield at 35
bushels per acre is 2 bushels
below last year while har-
vested acres is down 79,000 to
195,000 acres.
All wheat production in the
U.S. is forecast at 1,817 million
bushels, down 10 percent from
last year.
Production of all hay in
Kentucky is estimated at 3,174
thousand tons, 3 percent above
last year. Early cuttings of
hay were very good but late




Your KABA man has top performance bulls 1.1 all








Can't get out to make
a deposit today? No
problem. Now we're as
close to you as your
nearest mail box! You
can do most transac-
tions by mail for sav-
ings, checking and loan




With Your Tobacco Crop!
Dreams go up in smoke along with financial and property
damage that fires cause. See us for total tobacco fire in-
surance coverage!
We Can Insure Your
Tobacco Against Fire For As Low As
$226 per $100.00 Coverage See:
Owen Billington or Tom Scruggs
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to change meat import quotas
taken away, following the
President's recent action
allowing the importation of
some 200 million additional
- pounds of beef this year.
August fufluies' ftices for
live cattle dropped more than
$10 per hundred in the three











Hwy. 54 West of Paris
8 announcement, angering
cattle producers and
spawning, new interest in the
operation of the meat import
quota system.
Farm Bureau is supporting
a measure now in Congress
that would set import quotas
in relation to domestic sup-
plies. the bill would establish a
counter-cyclical formula to
increase imports only when
U.S. meat production
destines, then lower them
when normal production
resumes.
Such a formula would
protect American livestock
producers by removing meat
import decisions from the sole
authority of the President, FB
notes.
The abrupt slide in cattle
prices following Carter's
decision was termed an
overreaction of the market by
Agriculture Secretary Bob.
Bergland. He said the import
increase represents less than
one-half of one percent of
annual domestic meat con-
sumption. That small a boost
in supply, -Under normal
economic conditions," should
not have significantly reduced
farm prices, Bergland said.
He said the latest USDA
reports on animal numbers
indicated beef prices should
resume their upward con-
sumer after-tax incomes are
rising. In addition, a June 23
survey of hog producers in-
dicates port production over
the next 12 months will in-
crease only slightly.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
• the UK College of Agriculture
Buy a whole chicken and
cut it up yourself, is the
recommendation of Exten-
sion food specialists with
's College of Agriculture.
en you think of how many
,7-thickens you buy in a year,
the few cents a pound you
save on whole chickens add
up to a considerable amount.
RICKY CUNNINGHAM, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Cunningham of Murray Route Three, has been selected
as FFA Member of the Month for August by the
Calloway County Chapter of future Farmers of America.
He was selected as a result of being state winner of the
FFA Quiz Contest at Kentucky FFA Leadership Training
Center in July. Ricky also received the Leadership Award
at the Center. He participated in the State livestock
Judging contest at the Kentucky State Fair and was an-
nouncer at the annual farm Tractor Pull sponsored by
the Chapter. He is a senior this year and is currently ser-
ving as FFA Chapter president and Purchase Region
treasurer of the FFA.
FARMERS!














FARMINGTON FEED& FARM SUPPLY INC. OW
$i "We Know How YOUR INDEPENDENT FEED MANUFACTURERS AND PRODUCERS OFye&He/pr. 
The
eanks
Opportunity." QUALITY PRE-MIXES If BASE MIXES FOR YOUR
— OUR NEW FACILITIES —
WE OFFER "A CONCEPT FOR THE 80's"
APPROACH TO LIVESTOCK FEEDING WITH:
•THE FACILITY (Our completely new and modernized feed mill)
THE TEAM - Management- Kenneth Walker- 30 years experience
— Nutritionist Dr. Marvin Wastell - 20 years experience
— Veterinary Consultant - Dr. Tom Freeman - 30 years experience
- Farm Management - Butch East - 12 years experience 
RESEARCH
WE FEED WHAT WE SELL TO OW 600 SOW
FARROW TO FINISH HOG OPERATION
PRODUCERS OF QUALITY CROSSBRED GILTS
MANUFACTURING - Neil Waggoner - 23 years experience
SALES - Doug Walker & Butch East
DELIVERY - Jeff Smith & Ricky McClain
ACCOUNTING - Alystine Hare, Brenda Carr & Regina Walker
SEE US FOR INFORMATIONAL LITERATURE AND BROCHURES FOR-YOUR LIVESTOCK 







SOW & STARTER , • THE GROWER/FINISHER
PRESCRIPTION PRESCRIPTION







good food for good friends




THE FARROW TO FINISHER
PRESCRIPTION














SIDE WALL CURTAINS & HARDWARE
NIPPLE WATERERS (guaranteed fa life)










For Artificial Insemthation, Check These Sires:
*Holstein Olefkes Golden Able
*Angus - Broken Arrows Emulous. 77
*Polled Hereford - Klondike
"Jersey - Pixys Keystone
'Brown Swiss - West Lawn Stretch Improver
•Charolais - Royal Prince
•Semmental - Red Eye
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Ground Attack The Key In 23-9 Victory
'No Big Pk:lye-Racers Romp 23-9
A Chase For An Ace
Evansville 's Steve Wright is chased by Murray State's Bobby Craig (94), Bill Shannon (93) 4scl Steve Maxwell (51). Wright has
held to 48 yards as the Racers won 23-9.
Staff Photos by Tony Wilson
MSU Women Open Fall Schedule
At SIU, Return With 3-0 Mark
The Murray State women's
tennis team opened its fall
schedule b),. sweeping a
triangular match in Car-
bondale on the Southern
Illinois campus . this
weekend.
The Racers whipped
western Illinois 6-3 Friday,
then followed with 6-3 and 8-
1 victones, respectively,
over Illinois State and SIU
Saturday.
Murray won 21 of 24
singles matches and five of
nine doubles matches to
begin their season with a 3-0
slate.
Karen Weis at No. 1
singles, Bitsy Ritt at No. 2
and Lynn Martin at No. 3 all
won three matches. The No.
1 doubles team of Weis and
Ritt also swept its matches.
The Racer women travel
to Covington, Ky., for a
triangular match with
Northern Kentucky and
Miami of Ohio Friday.
vs Western Illinois
Karen Weis d Judy Vilch-
cuk 62, 6 Busy Ritt d.
Connie Cassify 60. 6.0; Lynn
Martin d Mary Baines, 6-4, 6
1; Anne Ress d. Sue Kelly 6-1,
6-2; Yvonne Utley d. Les
Granbitz 6-2, 6-2; Nancy Bean
(WIU) (1. Becky Jones 6-3, 3-8,
6.2.
Weis-R-itt d. Baines-Grabitz
7 5, 6 1.Martin-Ress d. Winter
_Bean 6-3, 6,4. Utley-Jones d.
Kelly Cassity 6 3, 6 1.
VI Illinois State
Weis cf. El Petnack 6-2, 6-3;
Ritt cl. Sherri Stegeman 3-6, 6-
3, 6-0; Martin d. Patti Wesley
6-1, 6-7, 6-2; Janice Maschio
(ISU) d. Ress 46, 6-4, 6-3.
Katie Water (ISU) d. Utley 6
1, 6-0; Jones d. Sue Kidder 6-4,
6-2
Weis-Ritt d. Petnack
Stegeman 6-0, 6 3; Ress Martin
Tri-State Lineup Set
Niney ladies from across
\Nest Kentucky are
scheduled to tee it up
Wednesday- at the Murray
Country Club for lhatoles of
medal play in the fourth and
final Tri-State Tournament
of the current golfing
season
The ladies will be shotgun
started at 9 a.m with the
foursomes starting from the
following tees:
No. 1 - Betty Vowell, Mary
Bath, Virginia Rogers and
tdldt 
Jane Ann Nall.
No. 2 - Ruby Bennett,
Barbara Murphy, Jerelene
Sullivan and Betty Jo Pur-
dom.
No. 3 - Sue Taylor, Wanda
Ntullmax, Tootie Winter and
•
Fleanor Griffen.
No. 4 - Mary...au -Alford,
Nancy Neckel, Prances Hulse
and Carol Hibbard.
No. 5 (1) - Evelyn Jones,
Dorothy Fike, Venela Sexton
and Nell-Newton.




No. 6 - Wanda Brown,
Vickie Nance, Sandy Wein-
traub and Helen Glover.
No. 7 - Betty Shepard,
Phyllis Kain, Faira Alexander
and Betty Stewart.
No. 8 - • Inus Orr, Toni
Hopson, Margaret Shuffett
and Anna Mary Adams.
No. 9 (1) - Herbie Sears,
Shirley Morris, Priscilla
McArthur and Mabel Rogers.
No. 9 (2) - Norma Chap-
man, Ruth Pace, Ruth
Zeimann and Dot Simmons.
No. 10 - Diane Villanova,
Euldean Robinson, Burlene
Brwere and Jeanie Morgan.
No. 11 - Sue Costello, Rita





A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet,
fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried r
shrimp, served with choice of potato
southern hushpuppies and cole slow,
S299
Good Every Bay Except
Friday I Saturday
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Mattie Cook. •
No. 12 - Nancy Sharpe.
Beverly Spann, Virginia Jones
and Polly Seale.
No. 13- Novella Hall, Cindy
Hale, Julia Rambo and Jackie
Hendley.
No. 14 (1) - Joyce Wright,
Phyllis Bodfish, Alberta
Green and Grace James.
No. 14 (2) - Joyce Stratton,
Lou Ann West, Joyce Emerson
and Sue Culpepper.
No. 15 - Edna Malone, Jane
Waggoner, Rowena Cullom
and .Chris .Graham.
NO. 16 (1)- - Myoko
Wheeler, Olivia Cave, Judy
DeMoss and Gwen Canter.
No. 16 (2) - Janie Albritten,
Margie McDaniel, Louise
Lamb and Lou Doran.
No. 17 - Lolly Edwards,
Mickey Phillips,- Dorothy
Graves and Judy Earhart.
No. 18 - Silvia Willie and
Mary Cox.




Weis d. Sue CsipkaY 6-1, 6-1,
Ritt d. Mauri Kohler 6-2, 6-0;
Martin d. Debbie Martin 6-3,
6 2; Ress d. Jeanie Jones 4-6,
6-1, 6-2; Fran Watson (SIU) d.
Utley 7-5, *7-6; 4lones d. Thea
Breite 76. 6.1.
Weis . Ritt d. Breite Carol
Foss 6-4, 6-2; Martin Jones cl.
Martin-Ress 7-6, 6-2; Csipkal-
Tanomi Kertz d. Utley-Jones




Athletic Booster Club will
meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday
at Murray High School.
All members, as well





suspended play for an hour
and when action resumed it
was Xathy Whitworth who
jolted the field, with a siz-
•  5-under-par 67 to claim
her 80th career women's
• professional golf title.
Whitworth pocketed $9,000
for her 3-stroke victory
Sunday in the National
Jewish Hospital Open over
the 6,376-yard Green Gables
Country Club layout.
Pat Bradley, the secon-
dround leader, suffered a
disastrous double bogey at
the par-3 seventh hole.
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
••I came home last
Saturday with tears in my
eyes after we lost," began
Mike Gottfried, "and went in
to kiss my daughter good-
night. She looked up at me
and said, 'Daddy, you know
the horse, Violet Cactus? He
fell asleep in the second
half."
She and he were both
referring to the 24-21 defeat
handed out by Southeast
Missouri on Sept. 2. With
each Murray State score,
Cactus circles the track
surrounding the playing
field.
The Racers scored 21
points against SEMO, but-all
in the first half as the
Indians rallied for the
victory and gave Gottfried,
the first-year Murray State
coach, an 0-1 career record
at MSU.
But, thanks to another
stellar performace by
fullback Danny Lee Johnson
and a stingy Racer defense,
Murray romped past
Evansville 23-9 Saturday
night at Roy Stewart
Stadium to even Gottfried's
and Murray's record at 1-1.
A defense that has its
secondary riddled by 21 of
38 passing by Evansville
junior quarterback Scott
Topczewski probabiy doesn't
sound too stingy, but on
crucial offensive attempts by
the Aces, the Racers turned
them back.
With Murray State ahead
7-0 midway through the
second quarter, Toczewski
drove Evansville 51 yards to
the Racer 29-yard line.
After an illegal procedure
penalty against the Aces,
linebacker Bobby Craig
picked off Topczewski's first-
down pass and ran it back
to the Racer 43.
That set up Johnson's
second touchdown of the
night, a 29-yard ramble to
make it 13-0. Denny Elbert's
artra point attempt was
wide left.
Another key series ended
in Murray's favor early in
the third quarter. Evansville
opted to go for a first down
on fourth and inches at its
30, but Topczewski was
stopped cold for no gain on
his sneak attempt and
Murray took over.
The Racer offense
spuuttered at the 17, where
Jim Dunnaway booted a 34-
yard field goal to put
Murray on top 16-3. Evan-
sville had pulled within 13-3
on a Jim Nalley 40-yard
field goal with 1:42 left in
the second quarter.
The game began in
similar fashion to the
SEMO contest, with Murray
again striking on its first
possession. Johnson scored
from seven yards out with
11:44 left in the first
quarter.
And, with the Racers
holding a big 23-3 lead at the
start of the fourth quarter
(they led 21-7 against
SEMO), Evansville quickly
scored on Topeciewski's 13-
yard pass to Charley Scott
to pull within 23-9 (the PAT
failed), then recovered an
onside kick at the Murray
State 47.
Any hot flashes of another
comeback by the opponent,
coach?
"I put Southeast Missouri
out of my mind completely,"
said Gottfried. "It seems
like a bad dream."
No bad dream this time.
The Aces were forced to
punt from Murray's 47 four
plays later.
Evansville did manage to
get as far as the Racer 18
with less than five minutes
remaining, but four straight
incomplete passes by Top-
czewski ended that final
threat.
The Racers built their lead
from 13-3 to 23-3 on the
strength of Jim Dunnaway
34-yard field goal and
Lindsey Hudspeth's two-yard
plunge in the third quarter.
"We stressed conditioning
and the elimination of the
big play by the opponent in
practice last week," Gott-
fried said.
Both were evident. Murray
was penalized only 55. yards
- opposed to 132 against
SEMO - and had no tur-
novers.
And despite the 18 com-
plete passes for 211 yards by
Topczewski, only one went
for more than 14 yards - a
41-yarder to Rory Hennings
that set up the Nalley field
goal.
Gottfried was happy with
his running game, which he
feels should improve with
each game. Johnson finished
with 124 on 19 carries to up
his two-game total to 237 as
the Racers amassed 243
yards rushing.
But Gottfried feels his
team will probably have to
pass more when Murray
opens its Ohio Valley Con-
ference schedule at Ten-
nessee Tech Sept. 23.
"We ran a lot because we
got the big lead and our
main concern was to win.




should give Gottfried more
confidence in the senior
from Evansville than after
last week's game. Against
gEMO, Dickens completed
only 1 of 11 passes.
But he was good on 8 of 14
aerials against the Aces for
90 yards.
The Racers have an open
date this week in
preparation for their con-
ference opener.
Lindsey Hudspeth flips backward for a touchdown in the third guortie-of Murray State's 23-9 vic-
tory over Evansville Saturday night at Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers picked up 243 yards
rushing.
Yanks Sweep, Even With Stumbling Sox;
Bouton Debut Has Tempers FlOng
By the Associated Press
Jim Houton, World Series
hero in the mid-1960s, is





generation, made his first
start for last-place Atlanta
Sunday. He pitched no-hit
ball for three innings before
Los Angeles solved his
imslmsan lia•beckir Don WItIto lunges at a pass from Evansville swartarbaci Scott Topcsowski to
Marley Scott. Toptiowski completed 21 of 33 passes.
knuckleball for six runs in
the next two frames en
route to an 11-5 victory.
Several of the Dodgers felt
that Bouton, who last pit-
ched in the major leagues in
1970, shouldn't be
masquerading as a pitcher
in the middle of their
National League West
Division race with San
Francisco.
Elsewhere in, the NL,
Cincinnati downed the
stumbling Giants 8-1, St.
Louis stopped Philadelphia
8-6 in 10 innings, the New
York Mets beat sliding
Pittsburgh 11-9, the Chicago
Cubs defeated Montreal 6-3
and Houston nipped San
Diego 3-2.
In the NI, West, the
Dodgers lead the Giants by
four games going into
tonight's important meeting




games ahead of Pittsburgh,
with the Cubs 21-4: games
further back, in the NL
East.
American League
Who's afraid of the big,
bad - "Green Monster"?
Certainly not the New York
Yankees.
With fabled Fenway Park
and its legendary left field
wall - the (keen Monster
- as the backdrop, the
Yankees swept through a
four-game series with
alarming ease, capping its
own BostorOlassacre with a
7-4 beating of the Red Sox
Sunday.
That pulled the red-hot
New Yorkers even with the
Red Sox in the American
League East, a situation
hardly imagined when the
Yankees started the im-
portant series last Thursday
night four games back.
It wasn't only the four-
game sweep, but the
humiliating way the Yankees
did it in Boston's backyard.
They pounded 14 pitchers for
42 runs and 67 hits in the
series.
Each team has 20 games





Angels also made things
interesting in the AL West,
beating Kansas City 13-3 and
moving within a half-game
of the Royals, the division
leaders.
Elsewhere, the Minnesota
Twins beat the Milwaukee
Brewers 3-1, the Cleveland
Indians stopped the Detroit
Tigers 7-4, the Chicago
White Sox edged the Seattle
Mariners 2-1, and the Texas
Rangers beat the Oakland
A's 8-3 in the first game of a-
doubleheader before losing
the nightcap 2-1.
Graig Nettles, Roy White,
Thurman Munson and Bucky
Dent had three hits apiece
as the Yankees went on an
18-single binge. Ed Figueroa
and Gossage combined on a
five-hitter as the Yankees
streaked to their sixth
consecutive victory and their
16th in the last 18 games.
HEAD QUARTERS





















































































































































Bud Foster clutches an Evansville player after one of his six tackles Saturday night. Murray State
won to even its record at 1-1.
Staff Photos by Tony Wilson
East Only Local Winner
In Jr. High Jamboree
It took a pass interception
with a minute left, but a
Murray elementary school
managed to win one of the
three contests in the Foot-
ball Jamboree for middle
schools at Roy Stewart
Stadium Friday night.
East Calloway's Mike
Garrison picked off a Grove
Elementary (Paris) pass
with 12 seconds left to seal
his team's 12-8 victory.
In other contests, Mayfield
thumped North Calloway 22-
0, and Heath stopped South-
west Elementary 14-0.
East 12, Grove 8
Jeff Garrison scored one
touchdown on a 70-yard
revere and passed to Mike
Hollway for another as East
jumped to a 12-0 lead.
Grove made it 12-8 with
only two minutes left in the
second quarter (one of two
eight minute periods in each
OVC Squads
Take Victories
By the Associated Press
Western Kentucky took it
on the chin, Murray had it
sewn up at halftime and
Tennessee Tech and Austin
Peay went to the wire
dstring the second weekend
of the 1978 Ohio Valley
Conference football season.
And Akron posted its first
win as a member of the
OVC.
Tony Merendlno ran for
three touchdowns and passed
for two others to pace
Tennessee-Chattanooga to a
42-15 rout of • Western Ken-
tucky.
Danny Lee Johnson ran
for 124 yards and two touch-
downs to lead Murray State,
1-1, to a 23-9 win against
Evansville.
With a little more than a
minute on the clock, Wayne
Anderson booted a 46-yard
field goal as Tennessee Tech
evened its season Mark at 1-
1 with a 22-20 victory over
Western Carolina of the
Southern Conference.
Joe Grimsley returned a
Tennessee-Martin punt 71
yards with 1:34 on the clock
to lift Austin Peay to a 21-14
season-opening win.
Akron exploded for 16
points In the second half as
the Zips upended Western
Illinois 19-3 in the season
opener for both teams.
Merendino scored on runs
of 2 and 35 yards and added
a pair of TD passes as
Chattanooga took a 28-0
second period lead.
The Hilltoppers, 0-1,
helped UTC with four
fumbles, an interception and
a blocked punt.
contest) on a three-yard run
and a successful two-point
conversion attempt, but
Garrison's interception
ended the comeback bid.
Heath 14, Southwest 0
But for two plays, said
Southwest Coach Merrill
Brick, the outcome may
have been different.
Heath scored on its first
two possessions, both times
on long gainers around end
- of 50 and 60 yards - but
Brick felt his team played
well after the scores.
"Our defensive ends and
linebackers began to read
the end sweeps and did very
well after the two touch-
downs," Brick said.
He named Tim Pittman at
defensive tackle and ends
Jeff Butterworth and Gary
Worttiam as playing fine
games:-
Offensivly, he felt the
running of Wortham at
fullback was outstanding, as
well as the blocking of the
offensive line.
Mel Purcell Cops Fourth
Kentucky Hardcourts Title
Gary Pluck missed the
boat - actually the plane -
and Mel Purcell caught the
plane, but was taken off
course. Those were major
reasons for some changes in
the play of the Kentucky
Hardcourts Championships
at the Murray State tennis
complex this weekend.
Purcell and Plock were
the top two seeds prior to
the 22nd-annual event, but
Plock missed- his flight from
Lexington, and Purcell was
forced to stop off at St.
Louis and drive to Murray
after his plane couldn't land
in Paducah.
Thanks to a gracious first-
round opponent, Purcell
breezed through five op-
ponents, whipping Roger
Berthiaume 6-1, 6-0 in the
Sunday final for his fourth
straight Hardcourts title.
Plock and Purcell had
played an exhibition match
in Lexington last week, and
Plock evened his career
record against Purcell at 2-2
with a 3-6, 6-3, 6-2 victory.
And area tennis fans were,
savoring the thought of a
Purcell-Plock Hardcourt
final.
But without the worry of
playing Plock, Purcell didn't
lose a set. He arrived in
Murray late Friday night,
making it impossible for him
to play his 10 a.m. first-
round match with Dale
Winston.
But Winston agreed to
postpone the match until
later in the afternoon, which
Purcell won 6-1, 6-3.
Berthiaume, a member of
the Murray State tennis
team, had advanced to the
final by downing former
MSU netter Jeff Leeper 6-1,
7-6. He won the nine-point
tiebreaker 5-4.
In the men's 35-and-over
singles final, Eddie Hunt
defeated Willie Chandler of
Jackson Tenn., 6-3, 6-2.
In the 45-and-over singles,
Paducahan Paul Rowton
Keith Swearington prepares to grab a pass from the Racers' Mike Dickens as Evansville's Keith
toehriein (42) defends. The play covered 17 yards in Murray's 23-9 triumph.
Fumble, On Purpose, Keys
Raiders 21-20 Decision
By the Associated Press
Yes, said Ken Stabler, I
really did fumble on pur-
pose.
Yes, said Dave Casper, I
really did help the ball
along.
No, said Jerry Markbriet,
there was nothing wrong
with any of that.
The Oakland Raiders, a
National Football League
power for many years,
appeared doomed to their
second straight loss of- the
season Sunday.
But with 10 seconds to
play and the Raiders 14
-
yards from the San Diego
goal line, Stabler in-
tentionally fumbled and
Casper fell on the ball in the
end zone for a touchdown.
Errol Mann kicked the extra
point with no time
remaining and Oakland had
a 21-20 victory.
Markbriet, the referee,




MArchibroda would like. For
that matter, he probably
would be happy with just a








safety, any kind of a score.
The Colts have not been
playing the best brand of
football this year. They've
been shut out twice and
have allowed 80 points -
tops in the NFL. After their
38-0 loss at Dallas last
Monday night, the Colts
came home Sunday and
were blitzed 42-0 by the
Miami Dolphirrt:
In Sunday's other games it
was Chicago 16, San
Francisco 13; Cleveland 13,
Cincinnati 10 in overtime;
Green Bay 28, New Orleans
17; Houston 20, Kansas gty
17; Pittsburgh 21, Seattle 10;
Dallas 34, the New York
Giants 24; the New York
Jets 21, Buffalo 20;
Washington 35, Philadelphia
30; New England 16, St.
Louis 6, and Los Angeles 10,
Atlanta 0. On Saturday night
it was Detroit 15, Tampa









defeated Monroe Sloan, also
froni Paducah, 6-3, 6-2.
Bennie Purcell, the top seed,
defaulted because of illness.
In the open doubles final,
Purcell and brother Del
whipped Berthiaume and
Chris Leonard, another
Murray State netter, 4-6, 6-3,
6-3.
Hunt and Ron Smith of
Campellsville beat Chandler
and Bobby Smith 6-4, 6-3 in
the 35 doubles final, while
Sloan and Duke Wilder
topped Ben Moore of Frank-
fort and Dick Diggs of
Evansville 6-3, 6-2 in the 45
final.
Open Singles Results
Preiiminaries: D. Winston d.
to T. Rogers 61, 6-3; B. Elliott
D. B Ragland 6-1, 6-1; Ronnie
Dunn d. D. Taylor 6-3, 6-2; F.
Steward cl. M. Trail 6-4, 6-4;
C. Shinners d. J. Gregory,
def.; L. Klein d. D. Munler, 6-
1, 6-3.
First round: Mel Purcell d.
D. Winston 6-1, 6-3; Mike
Tinsley d. G. Ragland 0-6, 7-6,
6-3; Mike Costigan d. B.
Elliott 6-2, 6-1; J. Rowlett d.
Bobby Leeper 6-2, 6-3; F.
Swartind d. Dunn, 6-0, 6-0;
Trail d. K. lieurman 6-2, 6-3;
S. Wille d. B. Young, 6-2, 6-0;
Del Purcell d. C. Shinners 6-0,
6-0; Chris Leonard d. L. Klein
Open Doubles
Final: Del Purcell-Mel
Purcell d. Roger Berthiaume-
Chris Leonard 4-6, 6 3, 6-3.
35-and-over Doubles
• Final: Eddie Hunt Ron
Smith d. Willie Chandler-
Bobby Smith 6-4, 6-3.
45-and-over Doubles
Final: Monroe Sloan-Duke
Wilder d. Ben Moore-Cick
Diggs 6-3, 6-2.
6-3, 6-2; R. Frazier d. B.
Landrum 7-6, 6-0; Roger
Berthiaume U. M. Holstein 6-4,
6-2; Larry Heflin d. Briscoe 6-
1, 6-1; Jeff Leeper d. J. Zinn
6-2, 6-3; J. Fritz d. R. Vandish
6-4, 6-3; Raymond Sims d. J.
Harris 1-6, 6-2, 6-4; Taylor d.
Gary Plock, Oct.
2nd Round: Mel Purcell d.
Tinsley 6-1, 6-0; Costigan d.
Rowlett 6-1, 6-0; Swanting d.
Heurman 6-2, 6-3; Del Purcell
d. Will 6-2, 6-2; Leonard d.
Frazier 6-1, 6-0; Berthiaume d.
Heflin 6-2, 6-3; Leeper id. Fritz
6-3, 2-0 ret.; Taylor d. Sims 4-
6, 6-2, 6-3.
Quarterfinals: Mel Purcell
d. Costigan 6-2, 64; Swanting
d. Del Purcell 6-0, 6-3; Ber-
thiaume d. Leonard 6-3, 2-6, 7-
5; Leeper a. Taylor 6-2, 6-0.
Semifinals: Purcell d.
Swanting 6-3, 6-4; Berthiaume
d. Leeper 6-1, 7-6 (5-4).
Final: Purcell d. Ber-
thiaume 6-1, 6-0.
35-and-over Singles
Final: Eddie Hunt d. Willie
Chandler 6-3, 6-2.
I5-and-over Singles
Final: Paul Rowton d.
Monroe Sloan 6-3, 6-2 •
Women Harriers
Win At Morehead
The Murray State women's
cross country team placed
five runners in. the top 10 to
win a triangular cross
country meet at 'Morehead
Saturday.
The Racers compiled 27
points, ahead of Morehead
(4I) and Western Kentucky
(58).
Glenda Calabro, a senior
from Brooktown, N.J., paced
the women with a 19:45 time
over the three-mile course,
good for second place.
Other Racer finishers and
their times and places were:
Wendy SlatOn, 20:09, fourth;
Diane Holmes, 20:22, fifth;
Becky Beckman, 20:23,
sixth; Danielle Brennan,
20:38, 10th; Lisa Baker,
20:38, 11th; Lyn Barber,
20:49, 12th; and Sharon
Macy, 21:19, 16th.
Coach Margaret Simmons
were happy with the victory,
especially since her squad
was beaten by Morehead in
the Joe Binks Invitational in
Louisville last week.
"They went by combined




places, and that made the
difference. We had 'a very
Pate Cops
Southern Open
By the Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ga. - Jerry
Pate has had a good year
money-wise but the 1978 U.S.
Open winner really wasn't
satisfied until Sunday.
Returning to the site of his
last PGA tour.qiumph, the
24-year-old became the first
repeat winner since Tom
Watson captured the Bing





















Detroit 5, Cleveland 2
New York 7. Boston 0
Seattle 9, Chicago 6
Milwaukee 3, Minnesota 0
Texas at Oakland, ppd , rain
Raltunoce 4, Toronto 0























Cleveland 7, fkritrolt 4
New York 7, Roston 4
Chicago 2. Seattle 1
Minnesota 3, Milwaukee 1
Texas 84, Oakland 3-2
Caldornis 13, Kansan City 3
Only games scheduled
Maieday's Games
Toronto (Kirkwood 3-3 and Jefferson 7-




Baltimore (Palmer 11.12: at Boston
(That 667i, I 191
Minnesota (Rahn 21-131 at Chicago
(Kresge 11-131. (a) •
Oakland (Kali. 6.11 at Refuses City
Giro 11141. ffil
Caldornle (Hartsell IN) at Takes (.1e/s-
tylise 1441, (Ill
Milwaukee iSormusen 111-10 at Seattle
















W I. Pet. GB
78 PI 549
74 61 521 4
72 71 503 11%
67 77 466 12
62 12 431 17




78 64 549 6%
73' 71 507 12%
67 75 472 17%
62 41 434 a
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati 6. San Francisco 3
Chicago 6, Montreal 3
Philadelphia 6.26 louts 3
Atlanta 7, Los Angeles 4
New York 4, Pittsburgh 1
Houston 10, San Diego 4
Saw& y's Games
St Inns 8, Philadelphia 6, 10 innings
New York 11. Pittsburgh 9
Nemo 6, Montreal 3
Cincinnati S. San Francisco 1
las Angeles 11, Atlanta 5
Houston 3, San Diego 2
Moaday's Games
it. Louis (Denny 11-10) at Montreal
Grimaley 1741, in)
Pittsburgh I D Robinson 13-5) at Phila-
iriphia (Carlton (n)
'tileago (Lamp 6•131 at New York
Finthert 34), (n1
Houston (Ruhle 9-13i at Cincinnati
Nmsran 1041. iiti
(Rasta McWililarns 74) at San Diego
Jones 11-131, in)
lus Ample' fame .13411 -44 flan Fran-
, Ace (Blue 14-71. ni 
Tuesdays Goias *
lisaitan M Clnelanetl. awl)
Pittsburgh at PhIledalphia.
St. blob at Illeatraal,
adage ig Nam York (a)
ARUN 46 65. Maio. n
Aliples at San Francisco, In)
strong showing as a team,
not just as individuals."
The Racer women will
host Southern Illinois,
Southeast Missouri and
Western Kentucky in a
quadrangular meet Saturday
at the Murray Country Club.
Mel Purcell walks from the net during his 6-1, 6-0 victory over
Roger Berthiaume in the finals of the Kentucky Hardcourts
Championships at the Murray Slate tennis complex Sunday. Pur-
cell won his fourth straight tide.
Evert, Connors Take
Open Tennis Crowns
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK - Bjorn
Borg's Grand Slam dream
and Pam Shriver's Cin-
derella story both ended as
tennis' love match, former
sweethearts and current
"good friends" Jimmy
Connors and Chris Evert,
waltzed off with the big
prizes at the U.S. Open.
Connors was at his fiery,'
fistshaicing, foot-stomping
best Sunday in trouncing
Borg, who was bothered by
a blister on his right thumb,
6-4, 6-2, 6-2 for the men's
title.
Hours earlier, Evert sent
the 16-year-old Shriver back
to school with --a 7-5, 6-4
tennis lesson in the women's
championship before a
record crowd of 19,537, in
eluding 18,032 paid, and an
international television
audience.
"I came here to pia)
tennis, to win the U.S. Open
- and I did it," exhulted
Connors, who achieved a
measure of revenge for the
6-2, 6-2, 6-2 beating he
suffered against Borg two
months ago at Wimbledon.
It was Connors' third U.S.
Open title. He won in 1974
and 1976 and was a beaten
finalist in 1975 and 1977.
Before the tournament,
Connors had vowed to go "to
the ends of the earth" to
stop Borg's Grand Slam bid
- the French, U.S. and
Australian opens and
Wimbledon, all in the same
year. Borg already had won
the French Open and
Wimbledon, but instead of
the ends of the earth,
Connors was able to halt
that streak in New York.
"It seems I play my best
tennis when "I come to New
York," Connors told the
crowd, which often has
rooted against him in his
matches here and which had
mixed allegiances Sunday.
-Whether you like me or
not, I like you."
Borg, meanwhile, couldn't
give his best effort because
of a painful blister on the
thumb of his racquet hand.
The injury occurred
Saturday and was treated
with ice packs, oral
medication and spray an-
tiseptic in the 24 hours
before the match.
Twice the racquet flew
from Borg's hand as he
attempted to serve, and on
other occasions he seemed
to mis-hit the ball after
apparently losing his grip.
Although Borg insisted the
blister hadn't bothered him
during the match, his coach
said otherwise.
%, Whether a healthy • Bore
could have handled COnnors.
the way he was playing
Sunday, is questionable.
"I hit the ball real solid
and real deep throughout th;
match," said the 26-year-oh
Connors. "I was fired ui
when I was out there.
Connors broke service in
the fifth game and held the
rest of the way-in taking the
first set, then broke again in
the third game of the seCond
set. After that, it was all
Connors as he dealt Borg his
first defeat in 50 matches,
not counting a pair of
defaults due to injury.
"For sure I'm di sap-
pointed," Borg said of losing
his bid to join Don Budge
and Rod Laver as Grand
Slam champions. "But
there's always next time.'"
There should be plenty of
next times for Shriver, the
lean 6-footer who lent a
breath of fresh air to this
tournament with her on-
court play and offcoiirt
charm. The youngest Open
finalist ever, -she was to
begin 11th grade classes at
McDonough High School in
Lutherville, Md. today. '
Her strong 'serve and'
volley game was not enough
to stop Evert from becoming
the third woman to win the
U.S. Open four years in a
row. Molla Bjurstedt did it .
'in 1915-18 and Helen Jacobs
in 1932-35.
Bob Lutz and Stan Smith
won the men's doubles title,
Billie Jean King 'and
Navratilova won the
women's doubles, and Bett)
Stove and Frew McMillan
captured the mixed doubles
MISS YOUR PAW
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
fridey or by 3:30 p.m. on Satur-
days are strigesi-to call 753-1916
between 530 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday-friday, or 3,30 p.m
and 4 p.m. Saturdays, to insure
delivery of the newspaper Calls
must be placed by 6 p.m.
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This 8 x 10 color portrait
only
BABIES, CHILDREN, ADULTS
plus family groups .
Your choice: A"Duo-Image"or regular 8x10 portrait.
• Limit One per subject, two per fanuly
• Additional portraits available in all sizes and backgrounds at
our reasonable pnces
• Persons under 18 must be accompanied by parent or guardian.,
• Completely finished portraits debvered at .store
• (immix- : *I 2.1 each addit ional subject
• Always friendly professional service.
Big K
Murray, Ky.
Photo Hours Daily 10-1 2-5 6-8 -' Sat 10-1 2-4:30
University Theatre Announces
Attractions For New Season
By JOHNNY CANNON
The University Theatre
located in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center on the
campus of Murray State
University, invites the entire
community to join with it in
celebrating the best in
American and International
theatre in its upcoming 1978-
1979 season.




Rnbert E. Johnson and
assistant James I. Schempp,
have carefully chosen the
main stage productions in
order to allow the com-
munity to share the ex-
citement, joy, and pleasure
that only the best theatre
has to offer.
Dr. Malinaskas announced
the theatre season by
commenting, "The
playwrights represented
have earned the highest
accolades of the theatre
profession. Their acclaim
ranges from the New York
Drama Critics Circle Award
to the "Tony" granted for
excellence by the American
Theatre Wing."
The 1978-1979 University
Theatre Season will include:
MEDEA - October 5, 6, 7 --
The play is freely adapted
from the Medea of
Euripedes. To be directed by
Robert E. Johnson, the
theme deals with the status
of a woman in a man's
world. This adaptation by
Robinson Jeffers receited
unanimous acclaim and
brought further renown to
Judith Anderson who played
the title role.
CHILDREN'S THEATRE
— November 16, 17, 18—
Rest assured that the
University Theatre will
continue its long standing
tradition designed to delight
the young and old. The
selection for this year will
be Many Moons by James
Thurber. This show will be
directed by James I.
Schempp who commented,
"Thurber's style, combined
with his ironic wit, will
delight audiences with this
fable."
THE 'MIRACLE WORKER





(AP) — Dr. Dero Downing,
president of Western Ken-
tucky University for nine
years, has announced his
resignation, citing health
reasons.
"I have come to realize
that the incessant and in-
creasing heavy demands of
the position continue to take
a significant toll on the state
of my health," Downing told
the regents at a Saturday
meeting.
The resignation, which
came on the eve of
Downing's 57th birthday,
becomes effective Jan. 8,
but he will remain on
sabbatical until Aug. 16,
1979, the end of the contract
year at Western.
The regents set up a four-
man committee to study
procedures for picking a
successor to Downing, the
school's fourth president.
Committee chairman Tom
Emberton said the group
would hold its first session
on iltursday.
Downing said his decision
had nothing to do with a
recent evaluation study in
which he failed to receive a
majority vote of confidence
among faculty members.
"That survey was the
furtherest thing. Trom my
mind," Downing told
newsmen. It had nothing to
do with my decision."
After the poll last June,
the regents adopted a
specific resolution on per-
sonnel evaluation. It said, in
part, that the regents group
"retains and has the sole
and exclusive responsibility







O I Tues., Sept. 12th thru Sun., Sept. 17th
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of the true-to-life story of
Helen Keller is one of the
most successful and warmly
admired plays of modern
theatre. Dr. Mark
Malinaskas will direct this
show; his premier play at
Murray State University.
AND MISS REARDON
DRINKS A L l'iTLE —
February 22, 23, 24—
This brilliant Broadway
success starred Julie Harris
and Estelle Parsons. The
script by Paul Zindel
provides a touching and
often wildly funny play
which probes deeply into the
tOrtured relationship of three
sisters whose lives have
reached a point of crisis. To
be directed by Robert E.
Johnson, this show will kick
off the Spring semester.
GOLD DUST — March 29 -
Presented by The Actor's
Theatre of Louisville—
"The State Theatre of
Kentucky" will again visit
Murray State University and
will present a witty musical
based on Moliere's The
Miser. The Company, which
has received national
recognition as being one of
the best regional theatres in
the nation, promises an
evening of delightful and
professional entertainment.
•GUYS AND DOLLS —
April 19, 20, 21—
"A musical fable of
Broadway characters and
their haunts" best describes
this selection which will
wrap ,up our 1978-1979
season. It merrily features
the characters of liaesser
and Burrows whose interests
include horses, dolls and fast
living. It was a Tony Award




THIATRE•PRODUCTION — Pictured is a scene from "Hot I Baltimore," a UniterNitt
Theatre abduction in 1977. The 1978-79 season will feature "Medea," "Many Mantis."
"The Miracle Worker," "And Miss Reardon Drinks A Little," "Gold Dust" and "Guys and
uons are available to the
community on a season
ticket basis for the price of
$10.00, tax included. Our
price at the door will be
$3.00 so one can appreciate
a tremendous savings by
buying a season ticket now."
To order tickets, send your
name and address and
phone number, along with a
check, cash, or money order
for the number of tickets
desired to: The University
Theatre, University Station,
Murray, 42071.
Phone orders will also be
accepted. The number to
call is: 762-4421 between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m.
Dr. Malinaskas concluded,
"Theatre, the most human
of arts, reflects, more than
any other art, the significant
concerns and issues of the
society which it serves. We
plan to serve you by sharing
ideas of contemporary
importance. They should
have a profound effect on
your personal and cultural
lives. See you at the
theatre!"
CHILDREN'S THEATRE — Pictured is a scene from ,the.
Children's Theatre production "The Red Shoes" in 1977'. 
The University Theatre this year will present lames Thur-
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A WIDE SELECTION OF:
• Housewares









• Locks & Keys
• Glass Products
We rent power tools and carpet
cleaning equipment
Repair service for power tools








123 FIRST STREET N
Across from the
Fairgrounds
OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
MON-SAT
111.ww-
4 SERVING THE NORTH SIDESINCE 1909
555-1238
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If you want to sell, get in Bell.





















































KET EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 0. Leonard Press (left), looks on as Robert Hillenmeyer
chairman of the Kentucky Authority for Educational Television (KAET), presents a
videocassette to Sen. Joe Prather. The Senator was instrumental in securing funding for
KET's coverage of the Legislature during the spring sessions. State librarian Barbara
Williams and Howard Goodpaster (right), Director of the Division of Archives and
Records Management, were also present to receive the library of videocassettes.








pressured by a prominent
senator to bury the hatchet
and get on with uncovering
what has been termed the
largest money scandal in
federal government history.
Sen. Lawton Chiles, D-
Fla., has undertaken the
peacemaking effort .,after




Chiles had a meeting
scheduled today with
Assistant Attorney General
Fischer Quints To Observe
15th Birthday On Thursday
By JIM CARRIER
Associated Press Writer
ABERDEEN, S.D. (API —
They are five teen-agers
who wear braces on their
teeth, play basketball, take
piano lessons throw slumber
parties ordinary kids
growing in an ordinary
town.
It was planned that way,
their ordinariness. For these
children are probably
America's most famous set
of siblings, the Fischer
quintuplets. They entered
high school two weeks ago
and will turn 15 on Thur-
sday. .
The five became national
sweethearts on the Morning
of Saturday, Sept. 14,. 1963,
as America's first surviving
quints. It was a celebrated
event.
Through the extraordinary
efforts of their parents —
especially their mother —
they have, by all accounts, after the quints were born
emerged unscathed by thenhrough services and
hoopla that surrOunded their materials donated by
early years. townspeople.
up
The four girls, Maggie,
Anne, Cathy and Margie,
play on the freshman
basketball team and wear
their hair long. Friends say
they are "like anyone else.
Kinda quiet. All nice."
Jim, the fifth quint,
worked on a neighbor's farm
this summer.
Certainly to their
schoolmates, and to most
people in town, they have
lost their celebrity identities
as "The Quints."
The parents still shield the
children from publicity,, but
they don't try to hide them.
All requests for ,interviews
still go through the family
attorneys. There are mon-
thly requests, all turned
down.
The family house -- a
mansion with 17 rooms and
five baths — is more
secluded than ever after 15
years. It was built soon
An older sister, Charlotte,
7 when the quints were born,
has married and moved
from home. The oldest
brother and another sister
will marry later this year.
Two older children, the
quints and Cindy, born a
year after the quints and
now in the same grade,
remain at home.
Mary Ann Fischer often
said she wanted to raise the
quints not as five special
children, but as part of a
family of 11 children.
The Fischers and their
attorneys studied carefully
the case of the 1934 Dionne
quintuplets, whose ex-
ploitation by their father —
they were on display at a
world's fair — led to
lawsuits and sibling rivalry.
Three quint contracts were
signed — one with Curtis
Publishing for an exclusive
Saturday Evening Post
feature, one with Brown 8r
Bigelo for calendar pain-
tings, and one with Borden,
advertising cheese and
disposable diapers. Fischer
once said the Curtis and
Brown & Bigelow contracts
totaled $80,000 the first year.
Money from the contracts
was invested in guar-
dianships for all 11 children
— payable at age 18.
The contracts have long
since expired, and there has
been no need for extra
money. The Fischers, says
one .acquaintance, -hail their
rake and ate It too," for the
quints' fame allowed their
parents to buy a normal life
for the children, and then
turn their attention inward,
to their big family.
JAZZ TRUMPETER
NEW YORK ( AP) — Jazz
trumpeter May Ferguson
has been signed to perform on
the soundtrack of the !novo,
-Uncle Jot) Shannon-."
Ferguson is'to play the trum-
pet solos for actor Burt Young,
who plays the title role of a
trumpet player, a well as-oth-
er music on the soundtrack.
Benjamin Civiletti and GSA
Special Counsel Vincent
Alto.
"As public interest in the
GSA scandals rises, the race
for glony becomes more
intense," Chiles said in
announcing the meeting last
week. "Unfortunately, this--
race is working to the
detriment of the in-
vestigation itself."
Chiles, (who heads the
main congressional probe
into the GSA scandals, also
planned to meet with
Attorney General Griffin
Bell about the problem.
The antagonisms, which
have sparked investigators
to trade accusations of in-
competence, are rooted in
the often parallel nature of
the GSA and Justice
Department probes.
Both probes are searching
for corrupt employees and
contractors. Officials say the
various theft and fraud
schemes involve as much as
$66 million annually.
Alto's task force has the
job of rooting out corruption
and suggesting changes to
prevent reoccurence while
the FBI and U.S. Attorneys
offices concentrate on
prosecuting criminal cases.
The cooperation among the
agencies has varied widely.
Sources say that a
Movie Tycoon Jack Warner
Dies Saturday At Age Of 86
HOLLYWOOD (AP) —
Jack Warner, the fun-loving
motion picture tycoon who
produced the first talkie and
helped shape Hollywood's
-Golden Age" with a stable
of stars, is dead.
The 86-year-old Warner,
last of Hollywood's studio
autocrats, died Saturday at
Cedars-Sinai Hospital of a
heart inflammation. His
wife, Ann, was at his bed-
side. He had been
hospitalized since Aug. 13.
Warner and three of his
brothers built a movie
empire and produced the
first talking motion picture,
"The Jazz Singer," in 1927.
Warner "left far more
than just his name im-
printed on the studio he ran
for so many years," Ted
Ashley, chairman, and
Frank Wells, president of
Warner Bros. in Burbank,
said Sunday.
Warner was born Aug. 2,
1892, in London, Ontario, one
of 12 children of Ben
Warner, a Polish immigrant.
Stirred by the 1903 release
of "The Great Train Rob-
bery," Warner and brothers
Harry, Sam and Albert
formed Warner Bros. It
grew into one of Hollywood's




that made more than $1
billion last year.
The brothers scraped
together $1,000 — including
$150 from a horse Jack
pawned — bought a
projector, rented a vacant
store in New Castle, Pa.,
and converted it into a
theater. The theater's 99
chairs were borrowed from
an undertaker, so customers
had to stand when there was
a funeral.
The brothers soon moved
to California and their first
effort in 1917, "My Four
Years in Germany," was a
critical success that grossed
nearly $2 million and
established them as major
producers.
Jack became known for
his dashing ways and
flamboyant antics, but it
was his business sense that
earned him respect among
his peers.
Warner was known to
sandwich tennis games and
highstakes casino gambling
in between such deals as
buying the film rights to
"My Fair Lady" for $5.5
million and signing an
unknown Errol Flynn for
$150 a week.
The studio grew to the
biggest in town, with such
actors as John Barrymore,
Humphrey Bogart, James
Cagney, Miss Davis, and
Hollywood's favorite canine,
Rin Tin Tin.
He is survived by his wile,
a daughter, Barbara
Hoeward, and a son, Jack.
Services will be private.
Three Killed In Wrecks
By The Associated Press
Three persons were killed
in weekend traffic accidents
on Kentucky highways,
according to state police
reports.
The deaths raised the
state's 1978 traffic toll to
570, compared with 637
through this dat in 1977.
Frank Johnson, 49, of
Arlington, was killed Friday
when he was struck by a
car while walking along U.S.
51 near his Carlisle County
home.
Mark Ganus, 22, of
Louisville, was killed
Saturday when his car left a
' Jefferson County road and
flipped into a creek.
William Duke, 22, of
Nicholasville, was killed
Saturday in a two-car ac-
cident on Kentucky 29 near
Nicholasville.
Baltimore probe involviiri
GSA self-service stores 
m 
government credit card
fraud is a good example of
smooth cooperation. GSA
investigators, say the
sources who asked not to be
identified, are working as a
team with FBI agents and
U.S. prosecutors.
The FBI Washington field
office, however, has been
mentioned often as a source
of little cooperation. •
For example, one non-GSA
source said •GSA in.
vestigators are frustrated
because they have seen little
FBI action.
"They gave them 40
nearly complete cases
months ago," said the
source who asked
anonymity. "Now depending.
on who you talk to, six or a
dozen of the cases are readr
according to the Justice
Department people."
But Justice Department
investigators have, in turn,
been frustrated by what they
see as GSA trying to take'
all the credit.
A - brief glimpse into the
current set of antagonisms
was seen Friday when GSA'
Administrator Jay Solomon
and Bell disagreed about
what role Charles Kirbo,.
President Carter's close
friend and unofficial adviser,
would play in monitoring the
probes.
Solomon said he thought
Kirbo could help both the
GSA and. Justice. But he
backtracked after Bell fired
off a tough statement
denying that Kirbo would be
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HERE'S OUR TEAM. left to right (bottom row) Cecil
Glass, Randy Herndon, Dale Howard, and Darrell Gib-
son. (top row) Carol King, Dorothy Parker, Janie Parker,
Sam Parker, Joe Parker, J. Foster Padgett, Keith Farrell,
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Pentagon To Conduct Peacetime
Mobilization Readiness Exercise
WASHINGTON (API -
Out Of public view, the
Pentagon and key federal
civilian agencies next month
will conduct the biggest
peacetime test of the
government's mobilization
readiness since World War
11.
The objective is to
determine how quickly
military reserve and
National Guard units can be
alerted, troop transportation
and supply movements set
in motion, standby draft
machinery restarted; and
the nation's critical in-
dustrial resources mustered.
Defense Secretary Harold
Brown, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and top Army leaders
will be watching to see how
far the guard and reserve










































































The problems we found
were monumental," said a
general who declined use of
his name. He and other
senior Army officers agree
that the 1976 test showed
most guard and reserve
units earmarked for early
deployment could not have
met their assignments.
Readiness for swift and
smooth mobilization has
become increasingly im-
portant. U.S. planners say,
because of the Soviet
Union's increased capability
to attack Western Europe
with little warning.
This exercise, code-named __units may be placed on
-Nifty Nugget," will run- short alerts.
from Oct. 10 through NOV. 8.
The public won't see
anything," said one senior
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planner who asked to
remain anonymous. The
results will be kept secret
too, the Army said, because
their disclosure ''would be
detrimental to the security
of the United States."
No regular or reserve
'units will be moved But
about 725 Army National
Guard and reserve outfits
will receive mock call-up
orders with very small
detachments from each
being sent to mobilization
stations during weekend
drills.
Reserve elements of all
the armed services will be.
involved and some regular
Although the armed ser-
vices and civil agencies
periodically have held
separate drills, said Col.
Jerry J. Burcham, "this is
the first mobilizaton on this
scale since World War II."




"We're all following the
same script for the first
Lime, with emphasis on how
we shift gears from peace to
a war footing and mesh with
the civil community "
Tom Simmons, an official
of the Federal Preparedness
Agency, said, "We on the
civil side try to determine
how to mobilize industry and
our other resources in time
of crisis." Representatives
of civil agencies will be
stationed at the Penton
command post during the
tests.
Among federal agencies







The tiny Selective Service
System nucleus, reduced to
only 98 employees, will
simulate reestablishing state
headquarters and local draft
boards.- About 700 to 800
reserve and guard personnel
have been trained to serve
in reviving the draft
machinery in an emergenc
Youth Projects Deadline
Oct. 15 is the application
deadline for the National
Endowment for the
Humanities Youth Projects
- an experimental program





Youth Projects are designed
to encourage new and
challenging out-of-classroom
opportunities foe young
people to develop their
knowledge and skills in the
humanities.
Non-profit organizations
and institutions that operate
on a national, regional, state
or local level are eligible to
submit proposals for NEH















During the program's first
year, 18 NEH Youth Project
grants have been awarded.
They represent a variety of
program ideas, a range of
activities, and a cross-
section of the country's
youth population.
The second application
deadline for NEH Youth
Projects is Feb. 1, 1979.
Those interested in applying
should submit, well in ad-




Guidelines for NEH Youth
Projects should be reviewed
before submitting
preliminary proposal. These
guidelines may be obtained
by writing: NEH Youth
Projects, Office of Youth
Programs, M.S. 103,
National Endowment for be
Humanities, 806 15th St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C.
20506, telephone ,202) 724-
0396.
C11711 woo! emir. Smear.. Inc
HE'LL NEVER
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DIANA, WE ARE ALL 50







A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Steven Gordon 6. Virginia
Morgan. CO Executors, of
the estate of L. Roy Gordon,
Deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed In
the Calloway District Court
on or before September 20,
1978, the date of hearing
Frances W Shea, Clerk.
A FINAL Settlement of
acccounts has been filed in
the Calloway District Court
by Doris Clark I. Quava
Clark Honchul, Co
Executors, of the estate of
Tempest 0 Clark, deceased.
Exceptions to ttils settlement
must be filed In the Calloway
District Court on or before
September 20, 1978 the date





been made in the Calloway
District Court. All claims
against these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within six months of date of
qualification.
Laverne Wilson Wallis, 303
ff. 6th street, Murray, Ky.
dec'd Martha Reid Wallis,
303 N. 6th street, Murray,
Ky., Executrix.
Albert Walter Nichy Sr. 1218
Melrose, Murray, Ky., dec'd,
Geraldine 0. Nichy, 1218
Melrose, Murray, Ky.,
Executrix.
Dee Vinson, Murray, Ky.
42071, dec'd, Rena Solomon,






$M 00 per hour Call 753-6311
 ak
FOR WATKINS Products,

























This isn't an ordinary sales
job. That's why you don't need
sales experience If you are in-
terested in a career op-
portunity. an excellent in-
come, and aren't afraid of
hard work, you are the type of
r;"n we are interested in.representatives contact
both established accounts and
new customers who have con-
tacted us. Free life and health
insurance, and other fringe
benefits. We will provide an
excellent training program for






























p.m. Call for an
appointment any-
time
3. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY of Burie
Charlton wishes to thank the
friends, neighbors, and
relatives for their kindness
during the illness and death
of our loved one. Thanks for
the cards, food and phone
calls. A special thanks to the
nurses at the Murray'
Calloway Co. Hospital and
convalescent division who
contributed in any way to
make his stay more pleasant.
Also to Dr. Charles Clark and
Dr. Gary Marquardt.
Especially we are grateful to
Re' Omar Jenkins and Rev.
A. H. McLeod for their
comfo-ting words, Rick
Barrow for the music, the
grandsons for being
pallbearers, and Max
Churchill Funeral Home for
their kindness. Your ex-
pression of sympathy .and
kindness will always be
remembered. Nettie
Chariton and Children.
S. LOST & FOUND
I HAVE FOUND a small
shaggy dog. Looks like Benji.







man. Apply in person
at Carroll VW, 800
Chestnut St. or call
7534850 for an ap-





Triangle Inn on S. 12th.
Apply in person between 10
am and 2 pm.
WANTED one experienced
waitress and one short order
cook, above average pay.
Call 474-2259 for ap
pointment
WANTED dependable,
responsible persons to drive
cars Thursday night at
Howard Auto Auction. Must
have license and be able to
drive any type of vehicle
Call 753 8300, Monday-
Friday, 8:30 am to 5 pm.
11. INSTRUCTIONS
AM LOOKING for guitar
students - all styles - all
ages Contact Monte Fisher _
at Chuck's Music, 753-3682.
12. INSURANCE
NOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
25: DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMAnow.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE • 302 N. 17711
753-3263.
13. SALE OR TRADE
LOST: Small diamond
pendant. Possibly lost at CALLOWAY County's only
Central Shopping Center or-, Dodge-City appartments.
MSU. Reward offered. Call (seven unit for sale) Call 753-
753-0396 or 753-4769. 8333.
6, HELP WANTED
DAY AND NIGHT shift,
male and female, apply in
person, Burger Queen, North
15th, Murray.
EXPERENCED mechanic
needed for local new car
agency Top pay and fringe
bent its. Send Resume to PO




orders and invoices. Please
send complete resume to Box
32X, Murray, Ky. 42071. -
IF YOU have been out less
than 48 months and have an
honorable discharge, we
have immediate openings for
You in the U. S. Navy. We









travel. Call your local Navy
recruiter, Mike Woieben
(502)-753-6439 now for in-
formation. The Navy. It's not
lust a job, it's an adventure
worth looking into the second
time around.
JOURNEYMEN Brick
layers. Union scale, light







Must be wilting to learn
Sales experience preferred
Apply in person at Vernon's
Western Store between 9 and
5
PART-TIME bus driver. All
qualified applicants will
receive consideration for
employment with out regard
to race, color, religion, sex,.
or national origin. Apply af
Senior Citizens Office at 203




perience prefered but not
necessary. full time. Apply
Calloway Mfg 111 Poplar





necessary but helpful. Call
7534440 ask for Bobby Scott
TEACHER NEEDS
babysitter In my home. For
Infant and 3 year-oid child.
7S3 3763.
WANTED MAINTENANCE
man- full time, apply in
person at Regal I inn. S. 12M
Street.
WANTED GOOD body and
clean-up man. Call 759 141,
between 11 and S weekdays.
REQUEST FOR BIDS
The City of Murray will be receiving
Iltds on a 'tee Loader. Bids and
Specifications may be picked up at the
City Clerks Office, Poplar Street,
Murray. Bids will be accepted until 5
p.m. September 21, 1978.
14. WANT TO BUY
COUPLE WANTS water-
front, three bedroom, two
bath or larger brick home.
Will pay cash or terms. Up to
200 acres adjoining or
seperate location also
desired. Write Thomas
Patton, 252 E. Bolivar Dr.
Baton Rouge, La. 70815. No
Agents.
WANT to buy a Baby Grand
or Grand piano. 759-1138.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
A STOVE, old refrigerator,




753-0390 after 6 pm.
BEAUTIFUL Antique oak
bookcase, has large glass
door and small amber glass
doors at top, also oak hail
rack with small level mirror,
twin size mattress, spring
and frame, 530. Full size box
spring and mattress, $30 A
set of World Book
Encyclopedias, &50. Phone
345-2794 Farmington
-TM ININIISSMAN'S amid pen ran
,PRINTINGI
1V,,C011111•C 5WeiC•11,
102 N. eta - 753-5397
BABY ITEMS, floor
machine, call 4744240.
12 Cu. ft. refrigerator, two
small chest of drawers, black
and white portable tv. 753
4736.
FOR SALE: 3 piece sectional
sofa-S100, 1974 El Camino
top-u5; seed and fertilizer
spreader $20; yard roller and
spiker-S10; B & D electric
trImmer-S10; pickup over-
fender tool chest $20; 2 five
globe chrome lamps (1 floor
and I table model)-S100 for
the set. Call 47486.49.
GE STOVE with upper and
lower ovens, WO. Call 753
1206 or 759 1020.
GOLD sculptured carpet,
12x22, good condition. Call
753-1981 after 3 pm.
24 INCH Atlas Metal lathe
$135. Baby bed, $45. Call 489-
2595.
4 NEW MAG Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L 60-14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160.
Phone: 753 7393.
10 SPEED Bicycle $50, in
good condition Call 753-2436
STREET sweeper needs
some repairs. Call 753-1412.
SEARS Cold•Spot
refrigerator, 13 Cu. ft. har
vest gold. top freezer, used
one year, S200. Call 753 1206
or 759 1020.
TIMBER for sale. Noah
Malcom, 121 S. Call anytime
4)62497.
SEARS portable dishwasher,
three cycles, power miser,
wood °grain laminated top
Excellent condition Call 753 -
4332..
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
COUCH and chair, green,
early imerIcan, 535 for both,
call 751 9567.
LIVING ROOM couch, two










Service In Paducah call 1-




console sewing machine, all
attachments, $700 new, must
sell due to death, $300 firm
Call 436-5351 after 6 pm.
It FARM EQUIP.
FOR SALE Tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 469-2126.
12 HP John Deere garden
tractor with mower. Al
Shape. 753-4502.
MURRAY FORD Tractor
has several used tractors,
farm equipment, cars,
trucks, buses, and combines
at discount prices. We will
trade for anything of value.
SIZE "A" Farmall tractor In
good condition. Bush hog,
plow, disc, cultivator. $1100.
Call 753-7620.
71. MUSICAL
GETZEN trumpet. A good
Quality instrument. Almost
new, silver plated, $225. 753-
9458.
MUSIC LESSONS:
Immediate openings for '
piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons age 6 ;-
and up-beginners to ad-
vanced. Rental purchase '




used organs. Lonardo Piano
Co., across from Post Office,
Paris, Tenn.
PIANOS & ORGANS-large
selection available, rental -
purchase plan available.
Selection-quality-price can-
not be beat anywhere. Shop,
for yourself and see. Open • •
Friday's 1111 8'00 Clayton's, :




grain fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 79 cents a pound.
whole or half 89 cents a
Pound. Hind quarter 95 cents
a pound hanging weight.
Food stamps accepted. We
also do custom slaughtering.
Paris Meat Processing, 642-
8201. One mile north of Paris
on old Murray road.
26. TV-RADIO
GOOD USED color tv. Call
435-4446,
17. MOB. HOME SALES




sell. Call after 4:30, 753-4139.
24. MOB. HOME RENTS
10 x 10,2 BR. All electric, $70
per month. CAII 489.2595.
TWO BR. trailer for rent at
Shady Oaks. Call 489•2533.
12 X S53 BR mobile home for
rent. Call 753 4509 or 753-7357.
XL BUS. RENTALS
OFFICE BUILDING across
from Murray Post Office,
available September 1.
Phone Max Brandon, 753-
1975
31. WANT TO RENT
COUPLE WITH child want a
house outside of town. 753-
5058.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
apartment . near downtown
Murray. Call 7534109.
UNFURNISHED apt, one
block from downtown, $50
436-2411.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM country house
with bath Call 753-6581
















champion blood lines, SFS('
and up. AKC Australlari
Terrier, female, $10. R7t*i
9700
AKC Cockel Spaniard, on,
black, two blonde puppies,_,
$75 each 1 527 0363 after S,
Pm
BOSTON TERRIeR pup-




1/2 year old. Good-child,' or I -





year old with papers. Cett.--
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,arge 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
on large lot, attached
agrage, fireplace, central
neat and air, and many nice
features Priced in mid 40's.
Located only minutes from








GOOD IN -Town location 737
Vine St. 3 bedrooms, living
room with beautiful fireplace
with heatolator, bath, kit-
chen, utility room, large lot,
outside storage, garden spot,








With The Friendly Touch"
FISHERMAN'S RET-
REAT - Center Ridge
Sub. - This Cozy Cot-
tage on large wooded





Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
LEIGER & TIMER, Holiday, September 11, MS
o o mar e 'al Inie
43. REAL ESTATE
South 12th at Sycamor•
TFI cpH2LNE 753-1051
IMMEDIATE POSSESSI-
ON: Two bedroom brick
home, 2 blocks from
university. Earn extra in-




gas heat, and 15'x20' brick
storage building are extra
nice features. Price just







With The Friendly Touch"
IT'S IN TO BE OUT ..
. Approx. 2.8 acres of
excellent tendable
land with approx.
acres in trees that of-
fers a good building




Real Estate.; 105 N.
12th.
4111111.111.M 
FAR FROM the maddening
crowd-If you want to be out of
the city, this may be for you.
Nice home with large family
room and fireplace, 3
bedroom, large patio, nice
kitchen and bar, washer-
dryer connections, stove and
dishwasher stay wih sale,
new 26x38 garage with up-
stairs which could be
apartment. All of this on 5






New 52" Long Sawed Sticks
Phone 753-5674
Bobby Paschall
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1000 A.M.
liii st Skis
IRWIN. 91 ills nor§ al hi Ck oi Higingy 91.
115 ACRE FARM
This highly productive farm 11 level and is all good creek bottomland
that is rrell-distned It has 80 acres of tillable landligAick is presently in a
Witt state of cultrystion There are several acres the could be reclaimed at
very little expense This IS one of the better row crop farms or this section
and certainly deserves your insaection
Westin be happy to show property or assist with financial arrangements
any day phor to sale day
-
16 li%A,,d.yulsiIs Missos m Vahan NW lOirese ha 5 kit 
11tm
owes beat 41111s5 E ammo, lay Patsy. fumes
e. or sheit.
ill Real Estate & Auction Co.
247-1385
730 Pans Road Mayfield, Kentucky
DMUS W SHELTON her 4 Algit0011111






INCOME PROPERTY, 402 S.
US St. Tlin LARGE 2 (*pert-
inent bows. lies $300.00 in-
come per mouth, moil tie up-
stairs could he amok into
melba apartmeet with very
little aspens'. RUT THAT IS
NOT ALL another assortment
I, set sport from this, located
in beck rents for $150.00 per
month. All on approximately
one acre lot. Total rental
$450.00 per month plus a
posaility of $600.00 per
month.
Form-75 acres within 2 miles
of city limits. Hos stock
aster, horns, tobacco allot-
ment. Noes. is girefity built
with 3 bedrooms, 1/2 berths,
fireplace, 2 car garage. This is




business- Now available up
to 3400 square foot of car-
peted, air conditioned,
centrally heated, secured,
building to develop your own
business...ideally locate-
d...ideally designed for
expansion. Oh yes, we have
available financing for you








Setting on a large and
beautifully landscaped
lot is this unique 2500
sq. ft. 4 bedroom, 2
bath brick home. Built
in 1965 from old
Louisville homes, this
proud home is a
modern antique, you
have to see her inside
and out to fully a.
preciate.






RARY - Glassed wall in foyer
brings one to the great room
with bricked wall, ample
family sized kitchen,large
master bedroom with built-in
desk and walk in closet plus 2
other bedrooms and two
baths.Add one acre land two








JUST LISTED ( 804
Broad) In excellent
location, close to shop-
ping centers, we have
this fine 3 BR brick
home, central heat it
air, w to w carpeting,
1,-2 baths, a 1 and 2 car
carport w/storage,
den and much much
more. Call us today,
wn by appointment
only.
Weekewas & betimes Coll
toe Memnon 4.36 5676
Bud Nell 753 4868
Pam Mevity 753 8624
Don Tucker 753 1930
The
Tappan Co.
is now accepting applications for hourly employees. Must be willing
to work any of three shifts and be able to preform a variety of job
skills.
Persons interested should apply in person at the Personnel Office of
the Tappan Co. Apply Monday through Friday 9:30 a.m. to 4, p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 12 noon.
The
Tappan Co.
Appliance Group Murray Operation
Murray, Ky. 42071










located on busy highway 94,
12 miles from Murray near
Kentucky Lake. Stbre has
thriving fresh produce
business, greenhouse for
plant and flower sales,
fishing equipment and bait
sales, trucks for transporting
produce. This is a well-
established business and an
excellent income producer.
All operating figures fur-
nished upon request. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-





901 Sycamore Murray, Ky.
WE HAVE just listed a
reasonably priced'two
• bedroom home in a central
location. This is in the
viciwity of 6th and Vine statet
close to shopping downtown,
school and hospital. The
home included the drapes,
refrigerator, stove and dish-
washer. Call JOHN C.
NEUBAUER REALTOR, 206
Pit 4th St, 753-0101 or 753-7531







With The Friendly Touch"
UNBELIEVABLE
PRICE . . . This 3'
bdrm., 2 bath, B.V.
presently under con-
struction. Buy now &
select your colors, car-
peting, etc. This home
has many desirable
features, including en-
try hall, great room,
fireplace w/heat-o-lat-
or. Only $39,500. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
I FOR SALE BY Owner. 2 BRhouse on one acre near thelake Prric..ed reasonably,Call 436-2628.
SELL YOUR FARM through
KOPPERUD REALTY, 711
Main. We have had many
inquiries regarding all types
of farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a farm or
acreage tract to sell, contact
us at 753-1222. Also if you
have been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact us for
an update on properties
listed for sale In Calloway
County. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a complete






44. LOTS FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 200 ft. frontage
(2 lots) In rapidly developing
Westwood Subdivision
Single or duplex dwellings
permitted. Only $6,500 Call
753-2859 after 5:00 p.m
BY OWNER, 2 'lots in
Croppie Hollow, ready to
build on $2500 for both. Call
436-5526 or 436-2410 after 6
pm.
GOOD FLORIDA Lots, trade
for motor home, Murray
business lot or sell. Call 753-
4124 days or 753-0790 nights.'
44... HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER: Priced for^
quick sale. 3 BR; 2 bath,'
large family room, living
room, dining room, kitchen
with appliances, central heat
and air, draperies, car-
peting, fireplace, large
corner lot, 2 miles from
Murray off j121 S. 753-9580.
FOUR ROOM House and
large lot in Aimo Heights
next door to Grocery. Will
except, trailer, truck, or
farm equipment or anything
of equal value for a down
Payment. Call 753-1513 or 759-
4895
TWO BR older home near
downtown. Fenced in yard,
upstairs and partial




1974 YAMAHA 250 wih Eagle
sidecar. Fully equipped with
windshields, lights, air
horns, luggage rack. Sidecar
has bucket seats and seat
belts. Excellent condition,
less than 2500 miles. Two
helmets, included. $895 firm.
Call 753-28.59 after 5:00 p.m.
49. USED CARS
1976 ASPEN wagon special
edition, under 25,000 miles.
Also a high chair, call 437-
4420
1976 Beeville Sport Van,
power, air, new radial tires.
753 44647.
1969 BUICK. Good condition,
$150. Call 753-8791.
COLLECTORS ITEM 1959 1-
Bird, very good shape, new
General tires, all new front
end, new brakes, new padded
dash, new AM-FM, 8 track
stereo. $995. See at
University Golf, 16 and
Chestnut.
1976 Chevet, excellent
condition, new tires, good
gas miliage. Call 759-4878.
1971 COUGAR, air and
power, good condition, $995.
Call 753-0440 ask for Bobby
Scott
1974 CAMARO, 44,000 actual
miles,- new exaust, brakes,
shocks, new radials, has air
conditioning, digital clock,
AM-FM-cassette, cruise, let
black arid very clean. $3000,
474-2776.
1969 DODGE Poloria, power
steering, air and seats. Good







Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.




360 engine, power steering,




4 door, V-6, automatic,




Bronze and tan, one owner,




One owner, 29,000 miles,








Many more 'fled rind new
cars and trucks to pick







Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
to Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
oe For Hospital & House Calls Phone 753-4013
Saturday 7:30 ill 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.25




604 South 12th Street
„ Phone (502) 753-7114
,Murrey, Kentucky 42071
E P A , curriviro
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL








38 Acres of PRIME FARM LAND on
Johnny Robertson Road. Will sell off in
10 acre tracts. $3,000 an acre.
Three commercial lots on 12th Stret t.
Call Buddy Spann, 753-6223,
LAKE BARKLEY
REALTY
Route 2, Cadiz, Ky.
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, lelbehen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detoched
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Beal Estate.




1967 FORD Fairlane, ex-
cellent mechanical con-
dition, $325. Call 759-1303.
1970 IMPALA Chtvrolet,
excellent c ondi ton . 753-4707.
1978 LTD II Brougham one
owner, 3,000 actual miles, 9




good running engine, needs
some body work, complete




sharp, $2400. Call 753-9828 or
159-186.4 ask for Martha.
1978 PONTIAC Phonix, 2-
door, low mileage, AM-FM,
air, 231 cu. engine. Call 435-
4424.
1974 TOYOTA Corona SR,
low mileage, loaded, 5-speed,
call 762-6804, or 759-4756 after
6.
1_972 VW SUPER Beetle, air
conditoned, radio, new tires,
$1495. Call 753-9567.
50. USED TRUCKS
1070 CHEVY ton, straight-
8. Call 753-2266, and after 6,
759-4386. _
1977 CHEVY pickup truck,
14000 actual miles, long
wheel base. Call after 6 pm,
436-5524.
1970 FORD pickup, V-8,
straight, long and wide with
topper, $1095. Call 489-2595.
1971 GMC Sprint. Power, air,
FM stereo and tape. Radials,
mag wheels, red with black
top. $1500 or best offer.753-
7358 after 4 pen.
1978 JEEP Honcho pickup,
black and gold, loaded with
equipment, 5,800 miles_ Call
753-4509.
PHELAN LOW boy with
truck, also a 20-B Dozer with
2 blades and rake. Call 1-235-
2704.
TOPPER FOR pickup, 6
months old, 8 ft. paneled,
screens, crank out windows,
must see. $250, 753-11563 after
5 pm.
51. CAMPERS
FOR SALE: 15 ft. camper.
Call 753-4509.
1978 TRAVEL TRAILER, 25
ft. Star Craft. Sleeps 8, hitch
and 16 ft. awning. 753-7728.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
HOUSEBOAT, 1973 42 foot,
Gibson Fly Bridge,twin 225
hp engines, 7.5 Konen
generator, air conditioned,
all electric fully equipped,
less then 175 hours on
engines. Excellent condition.
Call 753-7460 or 753-8640
40' HOUSEBOAT fully
equipped, sleeps nine peple,
$4950. Call 436-5353.
1977 SUMMERSET ski boat,
161/2 ft., 175 horsepower
Evinrude, Brown and gold




Fiberglas, foam, TVA ap
proved. Kentucky-Tenn.
Insulation Inc., Rt. 7, Box




repair work by Cliff Heegel,








and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774,
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
EXTERIOR PAINTING
done professionally, free
estimates. Call 753-4567 after
5 p.m.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR septic tank and
backhoe work needs. Also
septic tank cleaning. Call






753-2310 for free estimates.
HAVING Trouble getting
those small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753-8056.
J & L BLACKTOP paving
and repairing. Call 753-1537.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN




ING - seating, patching,
striping. For free estimates
call 753-1537.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt




between 7 am and 3:30Pm,
ask for Shelley.
SEPTIC TANKS cleaned,
field lines layed, all types






Also, dealers for' Volcano II,
the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar
King of Mayfield, 247-1253,
607 W. Broadway.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1-527-1836 after 5 p.m.
WILL BABY SIT from 1:30 to
5:30, Monday-Friday. Call
753-9801 after 1..-00 p.m.
WILL DO house cleaning.
Have references. Call after 5
pm, 753-6155.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night 1-
442-7026.




FREE: Want to give away
two small kittens. White with
gold and black spots. Very
cute and lovable. Call 753-
9569 after 6 pm.
FREE-One black cat, spayed
and has had shots. Call 753-
8761 after 5 pm.
ONE Light brown male dog,
we black and white part
collie female with a six-
week-old female puppy. Two
Yellow kittens four-months-
old. One white spayed female
cat. Six-month-old black
kitten with streaks. All




equipment, and trucks for
our consignment sale at
Murray fair grounds Sep-
tember 16. For more in-
formation contact Murray
Ford Tractor, 759-4895. Sale




You don't have to be an engineer or technical
person to enter a challenging and highly rewar-
ding career selling industrial lubricants to
businesses right in your community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food,
and manufacturing) or a mechanical
background helpful. We train you in salesman-
ship, products, and applications in a thoroughly
professional, company-paid program. Field
training follows, right in your territory.
No investment except your full-time effort, and
you get an exclusive, fully-protected territory'
with hundreds of prospects for products that
repeat and repeat, year after year. You
represent a company on the move; the quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter
century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start
building your lucrative careey today, right in
your own area, and be home nights with your
family while doing it.
Act now, while one of our choice territories is
still open in your area. Send your resume, giving














(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from ,
the paper and save for handy reference) 00























•Cos tom Built Furniture












power wad rewrote feels
etc
753-5703

































Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
4 Pest Control
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The funeral for Dave C.
Burkeen of Murray Route
Eight is being held today at
two p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with. the Rev. Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr.. and
the Rev. Omar Jenkins
officiating. The music is by
a group from the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church with Mrs.
L. D. Cook, Jr., as director
and Mrs. Otto Erwin as
organist.




Carl Burkeen, and Allen
Vales. Burial will follow in
the Temple Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Burkeen, age 73, died
Saturday at 3:10 a.m. at the
Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His wife, Mrs.
Lucille Evans Burkeen, died
May 5, 1977. He was a
member of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church. A retired farmer, he
was born Nov. 4, 1904, in
Calloway County and was
the son of the late Manron
Burkeen and Lucy Williams
Burkeen.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Julus (Patty
Joyce Palmeri. Taylor,
Mich.; two sons. 'David
Buriteen,Jr., Taylor, Mich.,
and Ronald Burkeen,.
Murray Route Four; two
brothers, Joe Burkeen,
Murray Route Three, and




Dead At Age Of 81;
Rites On Tuesday
Miss ...Arah (Tommy)
Thompson died Sunday at
12:10 a.m. at the Parkview
Convalescent Center,
Paducah. She was 81 years
of age and a resident of
Pierce Lackey Court,
Paducah.
The deceased was a
member of the Bible Baptist
Church. Paducah, and was a
retired employee of the
Claussner Hosiery Company,
also of Paducah. Born Dec.
16, 1898, in Graves County,
she was the daughter of the




sister, Mrs. Alice Cook of
Paducah, and several nieces
and nephews including many
from Calloway County.
The funeral will be held'
Tuesday at 3.30 p.m. at the
chapel of. the Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah,
with the Rev. ,Gordon Downs
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Marvin Thompson,
Thomas Stom, Aubrey Stom,
Gene Cook, Gus Cook, and
Ronnie King. Burial will
follow in the Maplelawn
Cemetery, Paducah.




William R. Hall, former
resident of Murray, died this
morning at Newport Richey,
Fla., where he resided. He
was 69 years of age and a
member of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons.
Mr. Hall is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Daphene Hall,
and one daughter, Mrs.
Linda Elkins, Newport
Richey, Fla.; one son,
Robert Earl Hall, Raleigh,
N. C.; one sister, Mrs. Lola
Bradley, Lutz, Fla.; thirteen
grandchildren.
The body is being returned
to the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Murray, and
friends may call there at a
time to be announced later.
Many Teacher Strikes
End Across' U.S. Today
By The Associated Press
Teacher ,strikes affecting
nearly 280,000 students ended
today, but more than a half
million pupils across the
Cduntry were still out of
school as their teachers and
education officials tried to
agree on contracts.
Several pacts were ap-
proved over the weekend,
but some new strikes began
today. Most disputes con-
cerned pay and class size.
The biggest back-to-work
movement today was in
Philadelphia where the
250,000 pupil school system
opened a week late after a
strike by the city's 13,000
teachers. Teachers accepted
a two-year contract calling
for a 15 percent increase
over two years that will
result in a salary range of
$19,000 to $22,425.
Norwalk, Coat., te,ichers
voted Sunday nisla to accept
a new contract and return to
work today, ending a four-
day strike against the 14,000
pupil system.
In Waterloo, III., oVicials
of the school board, the
teacher union and the ser-
vice worker union agreed
Saturday to seek federal
mediation in their dispute,
ending a two-week strike
against the school system of
2,000 pupils.
In Collinsville, Ill.,
teachers voted 289-14 Sunday
to ratify a two-year contract
that gives raises of about
$1,700 in the next two years,
ending a strike agains! the
7,200 student school district
that began Aug. 27.
. The 14,500-student Fall
River, Mass., system was
struck for the first time in
the city's history today.
...The News In Brief...
National
CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP)
— The Mideast summit, now
in its sixth day, is moving
ahead in fits and starts with




Although progress on some
key issues has been reported
by an official spokesman,
there has been no formal
conference of the three
major summit participants
since last Thursday.
THUFtMONT, Md. ( AP) —
The White House says
fugitive financier Robert L.
Vesco tried but failed to get
several of President Carter's
closest advisers — including
his choice as secretary of
state — to help end Vesco's
legal problems.
Jody Powell, White House
press secretary, said
emissaries for Vesco, who is
hiding out in the Bahamas
from trial on five federal
indictments, made an ap-
proach in December 1976 to
Cyrus R. Vance, after he
Stock Market
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was designated secretary of
state, and apparently sought
aid from Attorney General
Griffin B. Bell.
In addition, Powell told a
group of reporters at the
Mideast summit press center
here, a Vesco hireling
wanted to seek help from
Carter's principal assistant,
Hamilton Jordan, but was
Washington
WASHINGTON (AP)
The Senate prepared to
begin debate today on a
natural gas pricing com-
promise which has been the
object of the heaviest ad-
ministration lobbying effort
since the Panama Canal
treaties.
The legislation would lift
federal price controls from
newly discovered -gas by
1985, permitting a steady
rise in the regulated price
between now and then.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Pentagon and key
federal civilian agencies
next month_will conduct the
biggest peacetime test of the
government's mobilization
readiness since World War
The secret exercise, coder
named -Nifty Nugget," will





(AP) — President Anastasio
--Sernoza's troops battled
leftist guerrillas in Managua
and other cities trying to
crush a widescale offensive




and police force, claimed its
forces were "maintaining
control and order in the
whole country." But the Red
Cross said there was heavy
gunfire Sunday night in two
sections of the capital and in
Masaya and Leon:
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Christian leader Pierre
Gemayel appealed to the
Camp David summit to take
up the new Lebanese crisis
is the Syrian army pounded
dissuaded from doing so by
Richard Harden, a lower-
ranking presidential aide.
MIAMI BEACH, Fli. I AP
— Scientists say they have
developed a simple test to
diagnose schizophrenia, a
group of mental disorders
believed to affect millions of
people.
The House Assassinations
Committee was to get the
results today of acoustics
tests designed to show
whether three gunshots or
four were fired at President
John F. Kennedy when he
was slain.
The committee hopes the
test will provide an answer
to one of the most important







pressured , by Sen. Lawton
0-Fla., to halt their
feuding'.
Chiles said an "internecine
warfare between
bureaucracies" is
threatening to scuttle the
probe into what has been
termed the largest money
scandal in federal govern-
ment history.
Christian militia positions in




whose militias the Syrians
have been trying to bring
under their control since
February, charged that the
new offensive was an at-
tempt to sabotage President
Carter's meeting with Israeli
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin and President Anwar
Sadat of Egypt.
SALISBURY,' Rhodesia
(AP) — Nineteen officials Of
Joshua Nkomo's Zimbabwe
African People's Union have
been arrested • in Prime
Minister Mn Smith's cam-
paign to "liquidate" parties
representing black -
nationalist guerrilla groups.
Congress To Tackle Natural Gas





Bel Air Decor Store
Sept. 20 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
You Must Sign Up In Advance
Call 753-3642 or Come in to Register
Bel-Air Decor Store- Bel-Air Shooing Center, Mulay, Ky.
By TOM BAUld
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A natural gas
pricing compromise, object of the
heaviest administration lobbying effort
since the Panama Canal treaties
earlier this year, istheading for Senate
debate without a clearcut majority on
either side.
Both adminstration lobbyists and
opponents — an unusual coalition of
liberals and conservatives — were
making last-minute bids to sway un-
committed members as the Senate
prepared to take up the measure today
after months of delay.
The Congressional Budget Office
estimates the gas compromise would
cost consumers some $16 billion
through 1985 in higher gas bills.
By contrast, opponents claim it would
add a total of $29 billion to $41 billion to
gas bills through 1985 while the ad-
ministration says it doubts the cost
would exceed $5 billion.
The legislation would lift federal
price controls from newly discovered
gas by 1985 and permit a steady rise in
.the regulated price between now and
then. Supporters say this would provide
Boosters
To Meet
The Murray Band Boosters
will meet Tuesday, Sept. 12,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Murray
High band room.
The band directors and the
booster officers urge all
parents of band students,
both Middle School and High
School, to please attend this
first meeting to hear the
outline of this year's band
program.
This is our only means of
direct communication with
our band parents, so please
attend and hear our plans
and expectations for this
year's activities, a band
booster club officer said.
The Tuesday meeting will
Include the presentation of
the budget, an outline of the
band program, and the
introduction -of the band
staff and booster officers.
'gas producers with the financial in-
centive to find new supplies of the
scarce, cleanburning fuel.
The White House sees the corna
promise as a vital — if heavily modified
— part of the energy plan the president
submitted back in April 1977 as "the
moral equivalent of war."
Administration officials claim it will
help reduce U.S. imports of oil and
liquefied gas, thus restoring U.S.
prestige abroad and helping stabilize
the U.S. dollar.
Neither side can yet claim a majority
of votes although each camp is
predicting it will prevail when the first
roll call is taken.
An Associated Press survey last week
showed 28 senators still undecided with
34 senators favoring or inclined to
support the compromise and 38 against
it or leaning that way.
In other action this week, Congress
will decide how big a reduction in in-
come taxes it wants to vote this year for
individuals and businesses. Budget
negotiators will choose between holding
the tax cut to the $16.3 billion favored by
the House and the $19.4 billion
recommended by the Senate. Actual
details of the tax cut will be worked out
later.
A House vote is expected today on the
president's proposal to streamline the
civil service system. And the House
assassinations committee continues its
hearings today into the death of
President John F. Kennedy.
The first crucial test on the natpral
gas bill is expected to come Wedneiday
or Thursday on a motion by opponents
to send the compromise back to the
House-Senate conference committee
that framed it.
However, a surprise vote on the
entire package could come even sooner.
It took House-Senate negotiators
more than nine months to draft the
compromise. The other major part of
Carter's energy program, a tax on
crude oil, is considered dead for this
session of Congress.
Wrather... (Continued From Page One
Paducah, were selected in August, 1977,
to program and design the renovation
project To assist in the planning, a
"special. sub-committee" was ap-
pointed by President Curtis in Sep-
tember, 1977. Members of this com-
mittee, as announced by Dr. Curris,
were: Dr. Ken Harrell, chairman;
Philis Alvic, Walt Apperson, Mrs. Betty
Lowry, A. W. Simmons Jr., Mrs. Libby
Hart, Dr. Ray Mofield, and Dr. L. J.
Hortin.
Wrather Hall, built in 1924 with
$117,000 donated by Calloway County,
was listed on the National Register of
Historic Places, U. S. Department of
Interior, Washington, D. C. on June 11,
1975. It was also included August 3,
1978, among the seven University
Buildings listed on the National
,Register as an Historic District.
Formerly known as the "Old Normal
School Building," Wrather Hall was
iedicated Sept. 22, 1924, at the opening
of the second year of Murray State
Normal. The Murray Shield adorns
each side of the entrance. The Shield
was chosen as the official insignia of
Murray State in 1923 or 1924, following
the suggestion of Alex G. Barrett,
member of the Normal School Corn-
mission.
" The design was adapted from the
heraldic shield of William Murray,
Lord Chief Justice and Earl of Man-
sfield. The name of Murray is traced by
some genealogists to the old Scott/tit
clan (Moray) of which the Lord Chief
Justice Murray was a descendant.
Murray State's original shield has the
three gold stars on a blue field with a
double gold border — all of which are
basic parts of the Scottish Shield. The
"Shields" on Wrather Hall have a
variation of improvisation — an
engraved open book is in the center.
Dr. John Wesley Carr, who was of
Scottish ancestry, was Murray State's
first president. He often remarked that
the new Murray Normal School had two
books in the "library" on opening day
— Webster's Dictionary and the Holy
Bible.
It's possible that these two books are
represented in the two "Shields" that
adorn the entrance to Historic Wrather
Hall. Murray State's founder, Dr.
Rainey T. Wells, and the first president,
Dr. John Wesley Carr, were deeply
religious men and former school
teachers. The dictionary and the Bible





1. Our 20th year as a part of the musical life of Murray and the entire Purchase
Area...
2. The strong support from the public, Murray State University and the Kentucky
Arts Commission, which has allowed us to engage the largest number of outstanding
attractions ever for this year...
3. The Audience Development Grant received from the Kentucky Arts Com-
mission. This enables us to pricsent a free public mini-concert every day of Campaign
Week...
COME AND ENJOY one of our free concerts each day, September
11 through 15. Come and purchase your season ticket for the
1978-79 season of Murray Civic Music Association at any of the
free concerts. If you have purchased your season ticket for 1918-












MSU Faculty Brass Trio (Robert Scribner, John
Hancock, Marta Hofacre ), Courthouse Lawn
MSU Student Brass Quintet (Dan Golando, Craig
Cole, Brady Miller, Mike Perry, Don McClure),
North Office E.' eople's Bank
MSU Faculty Brass Trio (Robert Scribner, John
Hancock, Marta Hofacre), Mayfield-Graves
County Public Library
Kay Bates, Voice; Judyth Lippman, Piano,
Murray Woman's Club
Kay Bates, Judyili Lippmann, Murray Woman'
Club
MSU Jazz Combo with Jamie Aebersold, Guest
Saxophone Artist, *Stewart Stadium Parking Lot
(East)
7:30 p.m. MSU Student Brass Quintet (Dan Golando, Craig
Cole, Brady Miller, Mike Perry, Don McClure),
Benton-Marshall County Public Library
7 : 30 p.m. MSU String Quartet (Robert Gillespie, Tom Roy,
Neale Mason, Conny Ottway), Murray-Calloway
County Public Library'
12 noon Elmo Reed, Guitarist, Lobby, Bank of Murray
'In stadium concourse if weather inclement
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